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Foreword
Records of detained vessels point out the level of maritime safety in a nation. To raise
maritime safety and the environmental protection, measures are taken to improve flag
state and port state responsibilities. Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey were candidate
countries to join the European Union and a distinguishing characteristic was their high
detention rate under the Paris Memorandum of Understanding when they signed their
accession partnership agreements. New commitments and functions were required in
the candidate countries to adopt, apply and enforce European Union community law
on maritime safety. Maritime safety including all aspects of protection of the marine
environment as a definition is used and defined using different content in different
situations. In this research the definition maritime safety is discussed only related to
flag state and port state areas of responsibilities.
With the purpose to reduce substandard shipping in the waters under the jurisdiction
of the European Union, measures were taken. One of the measures was twinning on
maritime safety. Twinning is a technical assistance instrument with accession driven
objectives to prepare for the membership in the European Union.

This research is evaluating the impact of twinning projects to raise maritime safety
focusing on priorities set to implement the European Union Maritime Safety Regime.
An evaluation of the countries performance as flag state and port state before and after
twinning is performed as well as evaluating its conformity of twinning methodology
to raise maritime safety. Findings are presented to show results from the twinning
projects carried out and their relevance to yield improved operational results. It
focuses on which effects twinning had on substandard shipping, how they approached
the problem areas and its relevance to raise maritime safety.

The main observation areas of the twinning impact for the projects commenced in
Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey on maritime safety in the enlargement process are
concluded. The emphasis is on how twinning works with institutional support and
capacity building to strengthen a maritime administration to obtain well functioning
capacities within the European Union Maritime Safety Regime.
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Abstract
Title of Dissertation: European Union Maritime Safety Regime - Impact of EU
twinning projects in the enlargement process
Degree: MSc
The dissertation is a study of twinning as a technical assistance instrument to raise
maritime safety in candidate countries to the European Union. Twinning projects
carried out in Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey are evaluated with focus on activities
commenced on flag state and port state control. A brief look is taken to provide
background on twinning methodology, the European Union maritime safety regime
and twinning on maritime safety. References are made to institution support and
alignment with European Union community law (acquis communitaire) and
assessment of maritime safety performance by statistics collected from the Paris
Memorandum of Understanding.

With the purpose to evaluate the impact of twinning the prevailing situation compared
with the situation after the twinning project as a flag and port state is investigated.
The impact of twinning to raise maritime safety is evaluated in areas that are to be
targeted by twinning to strengthen the countries performance as a flag and port state
such as pre-accession priorities to align with acquis communitaire, results of
performance by means of statistics and training and finally the twinning methodology
to raise maritime safety. Findings to raise maritime safety by using twinning are
summarized.

The concluding chapter evaluates the main observation areas of the impact of the
twinning project to raise maritime safety in the enlargement process with emphasis on
improvement areas of twinning and how the maritime administration is transformed to
deal with a new context to perform their obligations.

KEYWORDS: Maritime Safety, Maritime Administration, European Union, Acquis
Communitaire, Twinning, Technical Assistance, Institution support, Flag State
Control and Port State Control.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Developing maritime safety and environmental protection is a priority within the
European maritime safety regime. Unless the maritime administrations within EU
(European Union) are willing and prepared to address this issue there will be no
solutions found that will fundamentally or sustainable decrease substandard shipping
trading European waters. Despite the existence of a well developed framework of
international conventions and rules for safety at sea and for the protection of the
marine environment the problem with substandard shipping remains for some of the
countries within the geographical borders of Europe. Several of those countries have
applied for joining EU. Shipping and the maritime sector has a strategic importance
to the EU economy and has been constantly developing and intensified. The “Erika”
accident in 1999 and the “Prestige” accident in 2002 gave the results that EU
drastically encouraged its existing regime to adopt new rules and standards for
maritime safety which are reflected in the EU community law (EU acquis). Focus
from EU was to combat substandard shipping and a process started to review its
legislation that would strengthen the MS’s (Member State) maritime administrations.
This research is focused on maritime safety covering areas of responsibilities as a
flag state and port state in the countries Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey. Common
characteristics for these countries were an ensuing high detention rate of their
national flagged vessels within the Paris MOU (Paris Memorandum of
Understanding). Why were so many substandard vessels allowed by the authorities to
continue trading? What was the core of the problem and how could it be solved?

Romania and Bulgaria signed the accession partnerships agreements with EU in 1998
and 1997 respectively. Turkey signed its accession partnership in 2001. Out of
transposition follows needs to reorganize structures, functions and methods in
existing organizational structures required by the accession partnership. As candidate
countries to the EU it entitled them to different development programmes for
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technical assistance provided by EU, among them twinning. Twinning has been used
since 1998 as a means to speed up the candidate countries capacity to comply with
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EU acquis. Twinning projects are built around jointly agreed priority areas in
accordance with EU policy objectives. A certain level of ambition in project
objectives is set by requirements to deliver guaranteed results. The concept of
twinning is to be an instrument for institution building. The approach to carry out
activities within a twinning project is built on know how and experience from an MS
to a BC (Beneficiary Country) in order for it to develop structures, strategies, human
resources and management culture needed to strengthen the BC’s, regulatory and
institutional capacities. When joining the EU the countries have to ratify EU
community laws on maritime safety, which consist of several EC Directives based on
international conventions for maritime safety and priorities set by the EU to increase
maritime safety. EU acquis within the area emphasizes harmonized procedures for
flag state and port state control. For the candidate countries it became a rapid process
to improve their flag state and port state performances as they soon were to become
members in the EU. Importance of legal alignment and strengthening of institution
structures in the maritime sector with the purpose to improve the safety performance
of the fleets of candidate countries are underlined by the EC (European Commission).

The process to align countries with the European maritime safety regime by twinning
is the background for this research. The objective with this dissertation is to evaluate
which impact the EU maritime safety regime has had on maritime safety using
twinning as a technical assistance instrument in accession preparations to the EU.
The areas of flag state and port state with relation to EU acquis will be assessed. The
following categories will be evaluated;
[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
[B] Evaluation of BC’s performance as a flag state and port state using twinning
[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the level of
maritime safety
The EC:s major concern over maritime safety in the chosen countries was the high
detention rate within Paris MOU and their status as candidate countries to the EU.
This work includes analysis of statistics collected from Paris MOU and from the
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Institute of Shipping, Economics and Logistics to further evaluate the impact. With
the purpose to illustrate the prevailing situation before the twinning started and the
results after twinning the period from when the statistics are collected is between
1997 and 2005. Firstly, a background of EU’s programme for twinning is presented
with areas that will be further discussed in this research. The background covers
development of the twinning instrument on maritime safety and the European
maritime safety regime. Each country is then described focusing on the situation
before and after the project with an evaluation of the methodology presented. Finally,
the findings will be presented with conclusions and a final discussion.

2

Chapter 2 - Background
2.1 An instrument for institution building – Twinning
The EC launched the twinning concept in 1998 as a means to set the accession of
countries to the EU in motion and to assist in strengthening certain functions in EU
neighboring countries. Twinning provides a framework for public institutions in the
BC to cooperate with their counterparts who is an MS in the EU. The idea that the
BC will cooperate with a member state “twin” (peer to peer) public institutions to
strengthen that organisation’s institution capacity. Together they develop and carry
out a targeted project aiming to support the transposition, enforcement and
implementation of a specific part of the EU community law ‘acquis communitaire’
(EU acquis). Out of transposition follows needs to reorganize structures, functions
and methods in existing organizational structures. The EC has committed over 1
billion Euros to twinning and has implemented more than 1 100 projects in over 25
countries since the start in 1998. DG (Directorate General) Enlargement is the
responsible body within the EC for technical assistance for countries joining the EU
in past enlargements, future prospects as well as in the accession process. An average
duration of a twinning project is 18 months and the MS participation is fully financed
by the EC. The concept of twinning is to be an instrument for institution building.
Institution building for EU candidate countries aims to fulfill the requirements in
accordance with the membership conditions established in the Copenhagen political
criterion. This criterion requires that an MS have institutions that guarantee
democratic governance and human rights and a functioning market economy. They
ensure that a state accept the EU acquis and is entitled to join the EU. An accession
partnership agreement is established between the EC and each candidate country.
Accession partnerships are a pre-accession strategy instrument which determines the
BC particular needs on which pre-accession assistance should be targeted in
accordance with the EC’s opinion on its membership application. In twinning
projects the institution building process involves transfer of know-how to develop
skills needed to strengthen the BC’s regulatory and administrative capacity.
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Twinning projects are built around jointly agreed supporting priority areas in
accordance with EU policy objectives as below:
•

Accession driven objectives such as the preparation of EU enlargement
(PHARE)

•

Transition driven to further strengthen the administrative capacity of the new
MS (TRANSITION FACILITY)

•

Association driven in the context of a wider Europe approach to deepen
cooperation, as foreseen in other EU financed programmes (CARDS, MEDA
and TACIS).

With reference to the EC manual for twinning the projects are based on some basic
principles:
•

As a rule, the beneficiary countries (BC) choose their Member State (MS)
partners;

•

Twinning projects must yield a concrete operational result in terms of the BC
meeting a requirement in connection with the EU acquis or other EU policies
open for co-operation;

•

The Twinning partners (the public sector actors involved) commit themselves
to achieving the result, and not only to the means to achieve it. At the end of
the project a new or adapted system must function under the sole
responsibility and means of the BC;

•

Twinning is a joint project of a grant nature. It is not a one-way delivery of
Technical Assistance from an MS to a BC. It is a joint project covering a
process, in which each partner takes on responsibilities. The BC commits
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itself to undertaking and funding reforms, the MS to accompanying the
process for the duration of the project;
•

To underpin the credibility of their commitment, the Twinning partners draft
a detailed Twinning work plan, before starting work. It may be adapted in the
course of its implementation, but it must fix clear benchmarks to allow for
close monitoring of progress towards the final result;

•

Twinning projects are implemented to achieve a mandatory result through the
transfer of hands-on public sector experience and expertise. The final and sole
ownership of this mandatory result lies with the BC. (European Commission,
2005)

2.1.1 Technical assistance
The concept of technical assistance means that the EU or another governmental
institution finances a programme of cooperation in which their expertise is placed at
disposal to a beneficiary organization implementing consulting services, or projects
such as twinning or other type of cooperation. The goal with twinning as a technical
assistance instrument is to help the BC in the development of modern and well
functioning administrations with structures, human resources and management skills
to implement the EU acquis.

2.1.2 PHARE
PHARE is an EU financed programme that provides technical assistance on preaccession to enforce EU acquis. The twinning projects carried out in Romania and
Bulgaria under the period 2004-2007 is under PHARE as well as Turkey with the
remark that some financing difference arrangements for twinning projects differs.
The priorities for accession are identified in the monitoring and regular reports
prepared for the membership in the EU and are governed by a timetable when the
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chapters in the acquis have been closed for the enlargement negotiations. The aim of
twinning projects under PHARE is to deliver specific results on implementing areas
of the EU acquis.

2.1.3 Acquis communautaire
The concept of EU community law ‘acquis communautaire’ , hereinafter referred to
as EU acquis, is central to understand EU, the enlargement and constitutional process.
The EU acquis includes all treaties, directives, judgments and regulations and the
term is frequently used for the enlargement negotiation process. Candidate countries
have to adopt EU acquis and implement it in its national legislation which requires
an adequate level of administrative capacity with institutions to preserve democratic
governance. In the enlargement negotiations the EU acquis have been divided into 31
chapters and all chapters have to be ‘closed’ before the country can become a
member of the EU. Chapter nine constitutes the transport chapter “transport policy”.
The acquis in chapter nine is estimated to be about 10 % of the total EU acquis which
puts lots of efforts from the BC to implement the new body of transport law.
Implementing the EU acquis does not only require alignment of the national
legislation, but also an adequate level of administrative capacity which makes the
enforcement and implementation mechanisms of maritime safety acquis a challenge.
EC is measuring the progress towards accession for each country in their regular
reports towards accession. EC publishes a series of yearly regular reports on the
candidate countries covering the years from pre-accession to accession.

2.2 The twinning project cycle
The main processes and stakeholders in twinning projects are described in four steps
which constitute a project cycle:
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1. SUBMISSION AND SELECTION OF PROPOSALS

2. DETAILED PROJECT DESIGN

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF TWINNING PROJECTS

4. EVALUATION OF TWINNING PROJECTS

1. Submission and selection of twinning proposals
The demand driven process that starts the project is when the BC identifies its needs
to comply with EU acquis. This is the basis when the EC with the BC’s assistance
develops their assessment report for developing the project fiche on twinning which
sets the priorities for the project. When a twinning project fiche on maritime safety is
developed it is used as the terms of reference for the call for proposals which are
being circulated via the NCP (National Contact Point) for twinning to MS’s and their
mandated bodies. Selection of the twinning partners is made by the BC after a
thorough selection and evaluation procedure. The BC gets the ownership of the
twinning project but it is financed by EU. An MS may implement a project alone or
in a consortium with another MS. In the consortium one MS bears the total
responsibility of the implementation as the lead partner and the other MS is the
junior partner within the twinning project.
2. Detailed project design
When the MS twinning partners have been appointed, jointly by the BC and the MS,
the drafting starts of the twinning contract with particular attention to the twinning
work plan/covenant. The work plan/covenant is the detailed design of the project and
is drafted in cooperation between the MS and BC. BC and MS bears joint
responsibility within twinning to plan and implement the input (activities) and to
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achieve the agreed guaranteed results. Emphasis is to plan the project in advance so
monitoring and evaluation is regularly performed during the project lifetime.
Keywords are; mandatory results, benchmarks, timeframes, duration and risk
analysis for each component and activity in the twinning fiche. When the approval of
the twinning contract and work plan/covenant is done the endorsement starts.
Twinning fiches distributed after 2001 differed in its design compared to the earlier
twinning fiches. Objectives, outputs and benchmarks became measurable in
accordance with new instructions from the twinning manual. The twinning
‘covenant’ changed name to ‘work plan’ as well as the seconded MS civil servant
changed name from Pre-Accession Advisor (PAA) to Resident Twinning Adviser
(RTA).

3. Implementation of twinning projects
The MS project leader and the RTA/PAA have BC counterparts who are managing
the project. The timing and deadlines of the project’s deliverables should be in
accordance with the work plan/covenant. Project reporting from the MS experts is
required for each separate activity commenced in the BC. A project steering
committee is appointed and is monitoring the project’s work at each interim quarterly
reporting and its following meetings. The twinning project involves a number of
medium and/or short term experts from the MS public organization to implement the
activities. The role of the EC is to set the legal, financial, and procedural framework
for twinning projects. The role of the EC delegation is to endorse contracts and to be
the contact point for the twinning partners who include regular contacts with
RTA/PAA and evaluating the quarterly reports. There is an administrative office
appointed to supervise the overall procedural, financial and contractual management
of the twinning projects in the BC for all twinning projects. In PHARE BC’s it is
named Central Financing and Contracting Unit based in the Ministry of Finance
within each BC. Line ministers in each BC are responsible for the detailed project
design and the implementation of the project.
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4. Evaluation of the twinning project
During the project,s lifetime the interim quarterly reports plays an essential role to
give a general update of the project. Every interim quarterly report contains an
overall evaluation of progress achieved and provides recommendations for the
project’s remaining lifetime. The final report focuses on the achievement of
mandatory results. The final report contains a description of the situation in the
relevant area of the BC administration before and after the project. A project steering
committee (with members from EC delegation, administration office, BC project
leader and MS project leader and RTA/PAA) is evaluating the interim quarterly and
final reports and the approval is done by EC. Before the project is terminated the
final report has to be approved by EC. If guaranteed results have not been achieved a
detailed explanation must be given on the underlying reasons with an accompanying
action plan to complete the project. EC commences interim or post evaluation of
twinning projects performed by themselves or external auditors and the Court of
Auditors.

2.3 Twinning methodology
A demand driven process from the BC identifies gaps that have to be filled in the
process from a pre-accession to an accession state to comply with EU standards. In
cooperation with jointly agreed EU policy objectives for the project a certain level of
ambition in objectives is set. The work plan/covenant for the project aims to be
realistic with clear goals and benchmarks that will ensure guaranteed results and
sustainability. A specific characteristic for twinning is the concept of guaranteed
results. Progress towards accession and meeting requirements of the EU acquis is
specified in measurable inputs, outputs and outcome which will enhance concrete
operational results. The speed to implement medium and short term priorities of the
EU acquis within the project’s lifetime makes the measurable inputs, outcomes and
the level of guaranteed results of importance. Joint accountability for the project
between the BC and MS to achieve guaranteed results is designed to stimulate a
close cooperation by the project’s management system. This partnership approach is
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designed so that the MS contributions will not be seen as consultancy services and
that the BC is actively contributing and adequately resourced in the additional work
as the project requires. The approach to carry out the activities within a project is
built on know how and experience from the MS to the BC. A permanent presence of
the seconded MS civil servant (RTA/PAA) works as a catalyst of the project and has
a key role to make sure that the guaranteed results are met.
Four main pillars on which the twinning methodology is built are:
1. Concept of guaranteed results, with a project management system, which
should be based on a reasonable ambition of verifiable objectives and a basis
for sustainability
2. Cooperation between administrations, building on know how and experience,
with joint accountability for the project
3. BC chooses the appropriate MS to carry out the projects and maintains
ownership of the project
4. Permanent presence of a seconded MS RTA/PAA

2.4 Description of assessment on twinning
Assessment reports have been carried out for evaluation of individual projects as
well as assessment on the twinning instrument as such, which will be described
further in this chapter. OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) has defined
five criteria (the DAC Criteria) that serve as tools for evaluations performed for the
twinning instrument under the supervision of DG Enlargement: relevance, efficiency,
effectiveness, outputs and sustainability. The objectives with the assessment reports are

to identify good practices, methods and examples that can further develop and
improve the twinning instrument. The twinning instrument has evolved from its start
and the EC has changed the project design for further improvements. One of the
changes for twinning projects carried out after 2001 is that objectives, outputs and
benchmarks in the work plan/covenant were made measurable. In accordance with
evaluation reports carried out by the EC strengths and weaknesses are identified for
the twinning instrument. Strengths and weaknesses of twinning are summarized as
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follows based on the main identified items from assessment reports that will be
further discussed in this research on twinning. (Cooper C, Johansen M, 2003)
Strengths

Weaknesses

Progress towards accession and meeting EU
acquis requirements would have been much
slower without twinning.

The twinning projects has resulted in that
legislation has generally effectively harmonised
but there has been a lack of impact due to weak
capacity to apply and enforce new legislation.
Unless accompanied by widespread reforms, with
focus on strategic direction and management in
public administration the risk with twinning can
be based on unstable foundations in BC
structures without changing practices or
behaviours.
Problems to find roles in the joint accountability
for the project when the BC ownership and
commitment of the project have been found poor.
The view that the MS has worked as consultants
and not as partners has been common. Working
relationships have been good at an operational
task level, but not at a strategic level. Project
management skills have not been sufficient, such
as low quality of professional skills versus
managerial skills of RTA/PAA and that more
specialist expertise could have been deployed in
the project.
Twinning is a complex activity engaging a
variety of inputs and resources. The set out
results can only be achieved if all perform as
required.
If the guaranteed results have not been reasonable
and understood the instrument has been difficult
to work with. Recommendations have been given
that twinning should take more steps to ensure
the BC’s administration can sustain the project’s
results.

Twinning has made a significant and valued
contribution towards the development of
administrative capacity to apply the EU acquis

The BC partnership cooperation with their peer
MS administration that has unique experience
and know how on how to implement the EU
acquis safeguards a good project management,
joint accountability and a good project design.
The networking and contacts established between
two organisations will continue even after the
twinning project is finalized.

The identification of specific areas of twinning
has been a result of a well balanced dialogue
between the EC and the BC
The concept of guaranteed results has secured
progress in the process from pre-accession to
accession.

Keywords are efficiency and effectiveness creating impact and sustainability with
twinning. In this context efficiency measures are the quality of the implementation,
i.e. how well activities have transformed inputs of resources into sustainable results.
When assessing effectiveness it is used as a criterion for evaluating and measuring
the goal achievement of projects and the delivery system. To assess effectiveness
within this research the following dimensions elaborated by Ramboll Management
will be used:
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1. Effectiveness of project output: The degree to which the expected
(planned) outputs actually have been achieved for completed projects.
2. Effectiveness of project results: The immediate results that can be detected
on the basis of the planned and achieved outputs for completed projects.
3. Effectiveness of project impact: The longer term impacts, which are likely
to be achieved on the basis of the immediate achieved results for the recently
completed projects. (Ramboll management, 2005)

Evaluations of twinning as an instrument for institution building are consistent and
identified similar strengths and weaknesses. Both political factors and committed
project actors are necessary for successful twinning. Twinning is described as a
unique instrument for targeted international cooperation in technical assistance.
Unique in that sense for candidate countries to the EU is that they have to speed up
their development to have institution capacities to meet the requirements in the EU
acquis by accession. The goal that has to be achieved is clear and easy to
communicate by the EU acquis. Problems often occur in systems, methods,
management culture and structures in reaching the goal. Challenges how to further
build on strengths and how to eliminate weaknesses of twinning is of importance to
find additional opportunities for the twinning instrument in technical assistance
projects, also in a context outside the EU areas of interest.

2.5 European maritime safety regime
EU’s policy on maritime transport has evolved during the lifetime of the union and
constitutes a basis for the regulatory framework for the maritime sector to improve
competitiveness, safety and security of EU shipping. DG TREN (Directorate General
Transport and Energy) is setting the maritime safety agenda which is further
elaborated and implemented by the EMSA (European Maritime Safety Agency).
EMSA is responsible for carrying out work to improve maritime safety effectiveness
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and implementation both in a practical and technical way. MS have organized their
maritime safety work in accordance with EU legislation based on International
Maritime Organization (IMO) international conventions. Maritime safety as a
definition is used and defined using different content in different situations, but will
in this research only describe and discuss the areas related to flag state and port state
areas of responsibilities. Improvement of quality of flags is a prioritized area by EU
to ensure that all MS uphold international rules on ships sailing under their flag.
Procedures, guidelines and reporting systems including implementation of
international conventions should be uniformly functioning in all MS.

Usage of classification societies who are inspecting and certifying ships as
recognized organizations should be in accordance with EU rules. The framework of
their technical rules should be in compliance with those of the members of IACS
(International Association of Classification Societies) and in accordance with EC
Directive 94/57/EC on common rules and standards for ship inspection and survey
organizations and for the relevant activities of maritime administrations. Each MS or
the recognized organizations acting on its behalf must ensure, when issuing or
renewing the relevant safety certificates, that the equipment on board EU ships for
which it issues certificates is in accordance with this directive.

Flag states should ensure that vessels registered under their flag conform to
international safety conventions, which to a large extent constitute the EU acquis.
This conformity control is done through FSI (Flag State Implementation) whereby
the flag state after national registration ensures that the vessel conforms to applicable
national and international instruments. FSC (Flag State Control) assesses the level of
safety and environmental protection of the vessel, its equipment and the way it is
operated. As it has been found that not all countries comply properly with their
responsibilities as a flag state, a further measure –PSC (Port State Control)- was
introduced.
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The international community as well as EU assesses the level of maritime safety in
the various countries, and the candidate countries specifically, through the records of
detained vessels according to the Paris MOU to which Romania, Bulgaria and
Turkey will be a party at the date of accession. Statistics of detentions by PSC is
consolidated at the Secretariat of the Paris MOU which places those countries with
excessive detentions on a black list. The MS average detention rate within the Paris
MOU is used by the EC as a standard of an ‘acceptable level’ of detention rate within
the EU. The MS average detention rate has between 1999 and 2005 been below 4 %
as shown in Table 1.
EU member states average detention rate,
1999-2005, Paris MOU
5.00
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4.00
3.00

3.19 3.33

3.58

3.55
2.91

2.81

3.18

2.00
1.00

0.00
1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Year
EU member states average detention rate, Paris MOU

Table 1
(Sources: Paris Memorandum of Understanding)

Commitments and common criteria’s for the MS as a port state is stipulated in EC
Directive 95/21/EC on Port State Control, which incorporated the Paris MOU regime,
and is in compliance with international conventions and EU legislation on maritime
safety. There is an obligation for MS of the EU that PSC are obliged to be conducted
on 25 % of vessels calling at their ports. A framework to establish common criteria
for PSC with focus on harmonized procedures for inspection and detention has been
developed to improve and harmonize the quality and performance of inspections.
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The purpose is to help drastically to reduce substandard shipping in the
waters under the jurisdiction of Member States by:
- increasing compliance with international and relevant Community
legislation on maritime safety, protection of the marine environment and
living and working conditions on board ships of all flags,
- establishing common criteria for control of ships by the port State and
harmonizing procedures on inspection and detention, taking proper account
of the commitments made by the maritime authorities of the Member States
under the Paris Memorandum of Understanding on Port State Control
(MOU). (Council Directive 95/21/EC on Port State Control)

A consequent high detention rate for Romanian, Bulgarian and Turkish flagged ships
was the main reason for the EC’s concern over maritime safety in the addressed
candidate countries. Weak and insufficient monitoring by an MS of ships flying their
flags is a missing link in EU’s combating on substandard shipping. This has been the
background for the EC Directives on Erika I, II and Prestige and further emphasized
in 2005 when EU declared ‘zero tolerance’ on substandard shipping introducing the
Erika III package. These directives were seen to ensure that all MS fully would apply
international rules on ships sailing under their flags. Improvements in enforcement
mechanisms for flag and port state areas of responsibilities can be achieved if they
are seen as parts of other functions/issues that influence maritime safety. Those
include institution structure, systems and procedures, review of existing and planned
national legislation on maritime safety, management culture, training programmes,
examination, certification and more, which the twinning projects have targeted.
Special characteristics for twinning on maritime safety are the emphasis on legal
harmonisation and the strengthening of administrative structures to apply new
procedures to improve the safety performance of the fleets of the BC. The
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partnership with an MS twinning partner should result in an effective institution
structure, able to adopt, apply and enforce the EU acquis on maritime safety.

2.5.1 Twinning on maritime safety in Romania, Bulgaria and
Turkey
Relevant areas, often covering a whole spectrum of maritime safety components, for
the BC administration have been identified by the EC. The following areas are a
summary of areas in focus in the project fiches for twinning carried out in Romania,
Bulgaria and Turkey on maritime safety.
•

Review the national legislation, harmonization and implementation of EU
acquis with relevant EC Directives.

•

Implement effective processes and management for EU best practices.

•

Procedures and reporting systems are to be used in a consistent way with
manuals and other technical requirements.

•

Develop efficient and effective organizational arrangements, management
and control processes to strengthen the BC administrations structure.

•

Provide training for inspectors in flag state and port state procedures and EU
best practices.

Twinning on maritime safety is targeting beneficial state institutions dealing with
maritime safety i.e. maritime administrations. As the national political agenda and
legal framework is influencing the work of the maritime administration in the BC the
responsible ministry dealing with maritime issues is always one of the beneficiaries
in twinning. The other beneficiary is the maritime administration that will implement
the EU acquis. Focus for twinning activities is on processes to strengthen institutions,
reviewing existing legal framework and gain an organisational structure
corresponding to a clear communicated goal, i.e. to fulfil all requirements in the EU
acquis on maritime safety. If the twinning project results in limited achievements
reaching guaranteed results the BC will have weakened position to close the
negotiations with the EU on the transport chapter.
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The relevance issue of the twinning projects results from a political point of view is
obvious which by its design guarantees project joint accountability from the BC. The
process to implement and enforce EU acquis in candidate countries is demand driven
in accordance with the accession partnership agreements. The role of the twinning
instruments is to strengthen and raise the institutions capacity to be able to handle the
changes required by accession. Keywords in the institution building process for
maritime safety on FSI, FSC and PSC is transfer of know how to develop
procedures, conforming to the EU acquis, which are to be applied in a consistent
way. Based on experience and methodology implementing EU acquis the MS have
developed the best practices. By using an MS experience in twinning the transfer of
know how is transferring the MS best practices on how to adjust to changes required
by EU acquis on maritime safety. (in this document referred to as EU best practices)

Twinning on maritime safety focuses on institution support, but in some twinning
projects procurement of equipment/ establishment of information systems are
included. For the countries evaluated in this research only Turkey had a component
to establish an information system within the Turkish maritime administration.
Recommendations given by the twinning project often result in that the BC can apply
for funds through other EU financial instruments than twinning to obtain adequate
equipment to perform their duties as required by the EU acquis.

The high detention rate and listing on the Paris MOU black list for Romanian,
Bulgarian and Turkish flagged vessels was the major concern by the EC for the
countries to effectively implement the requirements under the different maritime
conventions and the EU acquis in the field of maritime safety. Flag state and port
state areas of responsibilities therefore needed to be considerably improved so these
countries had a similar level as other MS’s. EC prioritizes firstly the performance of
the maritime administrations as a flag state and then as port state. In order to gain
credibility in PSC the FSC must work satisfactory.
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A strategy for progressively removing substandard shipping from the BC is by
twinning focusing first on the BC’s obligations as a flag state and then as a port state.
It should be a sufficient number of trained inspectors to apply the EU acquis in all
MS. The problem with the high detention rate is complex and the main question
which has to be asked by the MS twinning partners to improve the situation is: Why
so many Romanian, Bulgarian and Turkish substandard vessels allowed by the
authorities to continue trading? What is the core of the problem and how can it be
solved?

EU acquis within the area emphasizes harmonized procedures for flag state and port
state inspections uniformly functioning in all MS. This should be in accordance with
relevant EC Directives. The uniformly functioning of FSC and PSC in all MS
contains procedures to observe, control, follow up and monitor in a ‘critical’ way,
critical meaning that it should have the ability to detect deviations from what may be
considered ‘normal’. Procedures, reporting system and actual conduct of inspections
are seen as similar whether they are conducted as FSC or as an expanded PSC, they
do not change the scope of the inspection though the two types are conducted with
different objectives.

The criteria and reasons for decisions that may lead to a detention or other measures
should be appraised the same way, independent of who conducts the inspection. The
maritime administrations should have enforcement mechanisms to detect and
counteract to any threat to maritime safety. When the countries will become a full
member within the Paris MOU, the Code of Good Practice for PSC officers should
be applied. The purpose of the code is to have a harmonized system when conducting
inspections in all MS with the same fundamental principles. Three main principles
(integrity, professionalism and transparency) should be applied:
I. Integrity is the state of moral soundness, honesty and freedom from
corrupting influences or motives.
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II. Professionalism is applying accepted professional standards of conduct and
technical knowledge. For PSCOs standards of behavior are established by the
maritime authority and the general consent of the port States members.
III. Transparency implies openness and accountability(Paris Memorandum of
Understanding on Port State Control)

Documented guidelines for conducting inspections, issued by each national maritime
administration are the method used to obtain EU best practices governed by EU
acquis for the MS in accordance with the Paris MOU Code of Good Practice. If there
are inconsistencies in the documented procedures and how the inspection or survey is
actually carried out is one of the areas that have to be targeted by the twinning
project to improve maritime safety. One of the components in twinning is training
and the purpose is to transfer know how in procedures and EU best practices.
Lecturers for the training activities come from the MS administration and one
important part in twinning is that some training is carried out in an MS so the BC can
become familiar with the operation of the EU system. The purpose of the training
component is to ensure that the BC’s maritime administration can sustain the project
results by focusing some of the activities on training for trainers. Documented
procedures, routine and how this is transformed into practice should be consistent.
Trained inspectors, trainers and auditors will further strengthen consistency in
procedures and guarantee to ensure future sustainability.

Without an organizational structure, that reflects an efficient and effective adoption
of the EU acquis in compliance with national legislation, the implementation of well
functioning FSI, FSC and PSC requirements can not be enforced. A maritime
administration should have arrangements, management and a control structure
consisting of various components that have been set up to observe and monitor
maritime safety in accordance with EU best practices. Methods used in
organisational diagnosis to develop effective organizational arrangements,
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management and control procedures to strengthen a maritime administration’s
structure are based on observations. Observations constitute a basis for further
evaluation, decision-making and action.

2.5.2 Evaluating the impact of twinning on maritime safety
For the purpose of evaluating the impact of twinning on maritime safety this research
covers aspects related to the activities carried out by twinning and how it improved
the BC’s flag state and port state areas of responsibilities.
Three broad categories will be considered in this research to evaluate which impact
the EU maritime safety regime has had using twinning as a technical assistance
instrument in candidate countries to the EU.
[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
[B] Evaluation of BC’s performance as a flag state and port state using twinning
[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the level of
maritime safety
Within each category basic assessment means are elaborated. The following sections
describe and outline how the assessment is carried out in this study.

[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
This evaluation will not go into depth on fulfillment of project guaranteed results or
objectives but evaluating the projects impact of its priorities for improving maritime
safety. Those priorities are elaborated by the EC to speed up the candidate country’s
progress to join the EU. A significant item is the ratification process of EU acquis
and the twinning projects results in reviewing the national legislation to meet EU
legislative priorities. Out of transposition follows needs to reorganize structures,
functions and methods in existing organizational structures. When implementing
those changes twinning should play a central role. The evaluation carried out in this
study will focus on the twinning approach to institution support and capacity
building.
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Effectiveness of twinning impact in this evaluation category is measuring long term
and sustainable impacts which have been achieved by fulfilling guaranteed results
and objectives within the completed project. The following factors will be taken into
consideration; How does twinning contribute to yield improved operational results in
improving maritime safety by institutional support and capacity development? Were
the right things done in the right way?

[B] Evaluation of BC’s performance as a flag state and port state using twinning
EU was during the period 1999-2005 regularly and considerably reinforcing its
legislative framework to combat substandard shipping and give Europe better
protection against the risks of accidents. As a member of EU each MS should have a
fleet that is considered to be safe and in accordance with the EU maritime safety
regime. High detention rates for MS are causing lack in credibility within the EU
maritime safety regime. Political pressure for the candidate countries to improve
their fleet’s safety is therefore high up on the agenda in the process to become an MS
in the EU. Twinning fiches evaluated in this research reflects that twinning
commenced several inputs to decrease the candidate countries high detention rates.

Means to assess maritime safety in this research is through the records of detained
vessels using statistics on Romanian, Bulgarian and Turkish flagged vessels collected
from the Paris MOU and the number of vessels registered under national flag
collected from the Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics. To assess the
impact of a twinning project’s work to lower the countries high detention rate in
accordance with Paris MOU the following factors will be taken into considerations;
Did the countries performance as a flag state and port state became better than they
were before the twinning project? Which effects did the EU maritime safety regime
have on substandard shipping?
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[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the
level of maritime safety
Twinning is an instrument for technical assistance and its focus is development in all
relevant parts of the institution to reach results. By using experience and knowledge
from an MS a systematic method for evaluating and comparing processes of one
maritime administration to another is initialized by twinning. A close cooperation
with the BC and the involvement of the responsible ministry should be a guarantee
for joint accountability of project results. Twinning methodology is organized in a
way that constant progress can be measured and monitored by its quarterly reporting.
Twinning involves transfer of know how in providing activities for training, training
of trainers as well as arranging study visits to an MS. The sooner the BC becomes
familiar with the operation of the EU system, the easier it will be for the twinning to
yield concrete operational results linked to the EU acquis adoption. Training
components within twinning add values and new perspectives such as increased
knowledge, raised awareness, job behaviour effects and managerial changes that
influence effectiveness.

Effectiveness in this evaluation category measures immediate results that can be
detected on the basis of achieved outputs. As a means to assess impact of twinning
methodology and the twinning instrument for the chosen projects the following
factors will be taken into consideration; Which immediate outputs can be seen as a
result of twinning? Which relevance has twinning got to raise maritime safety?
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Chapter 3 - Romania
3.1 Prevailing situation before the twinning project
Twinning project facts
Project no

Project name

Implemented

RO99/IB-TR-01

Maritime Safety

2000-2002

RO2001/IB/TR02

Improvement of
maritime and inland
waterway safety and
institution building in
the field of maritime
administration

2003-2005

Member state
institution
Swedish Maritime
Administration,
Sweden (lead
partner)
Spanish Ministry of
Industry, Spain
(junior partner)
Swedish Maritime
Administration

Candidate country
institution
1) Ministry of Public
Works, Transport and
Housing
2)Inspectorate for Civil
Navigation (ICN)

1)Ministry of
Transport
2)Romanian Naval
Authority (RNA)

Table 2 – Twinning project facts for Romania
(Sources: European Commission Standard twinning project fiches on Maritime Safety)

3.1.1 Background
Romania’s fleet comprised in the beginning of the 1990´s of more than 200 vessels
of which the majority were owned by the state. The Romanian fleet was
characterized in the end of the 1990’s of vessels of more than 20 years old. Romania
was at the low end of the Paris MOU detention list with a detention rate of 29.6% in
1999. The situation of detentions could be described as caused by the collapse of the
previous state structure in the early 1990’s which did not have sufficient control and
allowed less serious ship operators to operate vessels under the Romanian flag. The
process of phasing out substandard vessels started in the late 1990’s. The size of the
Romania fleet was the reason why Romania was listed, up to the end of year 2000 as
one of the 35 most important maritime countries and territories by UNCTAD.
Romania was listed at the black list of Paris MOU and moved to the grey list in 2006.

The accession partnership agreement for Romania was signed in 1998. All major EU
acquis on maritime safety had already at the start of the twinning project in 2000
been transposed into the Romanian legislation. With regard to this, several
governmental decisions and regulations were adopted, aiming at modernizing the
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fleet as well as regulating the administration. Identified gaps in the national
legislation to conform to EU acquis were to be addressed by twinning. Effects of the
changes in the legislation would lead to strengthen the Romanian authorities in
charge of maritime safety to strengthen their enforcement mechanisms to implement
EU acquis and EU best practices. To gain sustainable results in strengthening the
institution capacity the reasons behind the low maritime safety performance of the
Romanian institutions had to be addressed. Recommendations on how to improve the
situation had to be elaborated. This was the main problem that was addressed in the
twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’ which was the first one commenced on maritime
safety in Romania, followed by the project ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’.

3.1.2 Romanian institutional capacities for maritime safety
Institution support by twinning was decided to target the Romanian institutions
working with maritime safety with focus to implement, enforce and strengthening
administrative functions in the transposition of EU acquis. All institutions to be
targeted were subordinated to the Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Housing.
In Romania the following institutions were engaged in carrying out maritime safety
activities when the first twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’started in 2000;

1. The Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Housing, Directorate for
Regulation and Quality of Services in Seaports and Maritime Navigation,
was the body who issued the ISM (International Safety Management) Code
certificate and authorized agreements with recognized organizations for audits
under the ISM Code. They were responsible for drafting legal documents for the
maritime sector and seaport operation and administration; preparation of sectoral
strategies and policies for the maritime sector and seaports. The institution was
financed via the state budget.
2. Romanian Register of Ships (RNR) was the authorized body by the Ministry to
conduct statutory surveys and issue certificates relating to IMO instruments, with
the exception of the ISM Code. RNR conducted the classification of vessels as an
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independent Romanian classification society. The institution was financed by its
own budget.
3. Inspectorate for Civil Navigation (ICN), whose responsibilities are to issue
regulations for the civil navigation, implement legislation in force and to monitor
the legal framework. A sub organisation of ICN was the Harbour Masters
Office, who carried out PSC inspections according to the IMO resolution on
PSC. PSC was carried out on Romanian vessels, which was contrary to the EC
Directives on PSC. The institution was partially financed via the state budget and
the rest by its own budget.

By accession the organizational structure should respond to have mechanisms to
observe and monitor maritime safety in a critical and independent way in accordance
with EU acquis. The Romanian organization as it looked before the twinning project
started up did not comply with EU standards in several areas. When many
institutions share roles and responsibilities for FSI, FSC and PSC, transparency as
well as other functions for control were unclear. Independence was not guaranteed by
the institution’s financing, particularly ICN, and conflict of interests could easily
occur. No institution had a clear described monitoring or independent role to
implement processes and procedures.
3.1.3 Procedures
Documented procedures, guidelines and basic reporting systems including
implementation of international conventions, were in place in Romania for both FSC
and PSC inspections when the first twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’ started.
Documented procedures existed to review reasons for determining unseaworthy
vessels for detention or other measures before the decision was taken by the
authorities. The high detention rate of Romanian flagged vessels in the Paris MOU
indicated that the FSC documented procedures did not reflect how inspections were
carried out in relation to how the inspectors reviewed the situation to take decisions.
Due to inconsistencies in procedures one of the objectives to be targeted by twinning
was to gain consistency. The Romanian institutions had established a framework of
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technical rules in compliance with those of IACS, which are used by MS to conduct
statutory surveys. RNR, which was the authorized institution to carry out statutory
surveys, was not a member of IACS in 2000 when the first twinning project started.
They were issuing certificates relating to the IMO conventions, with the exception of
the ISM certificate. The role as an authorized institution to issue certificates in
accordance with international conventions combined with their role as an
independent classification society was not in compliance with EU acquis.
3.1.4 Human resources and competence of staff
An organizational structure with several different institutions being engaged in flag
state and port state activities had an impact on salary levels that differed widely
between the organizations carrying out similar activities. Integrity of the inspectors
was a matter of concern when making the decision for a detention or determining an
unseaworthy vessel. Competence of the staff was estimated as high and for example
all inspectors at RNR had a background either as naval architects or as engineers. A
majority of the staff had basic knowledge on EU best practices which they applied
when carrying out surveys. Usage in English was wide spread in all institutions and
all reporting in connection to the inspections was done in English.

3.2 Results from the twinning project
Means to assess maritime safety for the EC is through the records of detained vessels
according to the Paris MOU. During the first twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’ the
detentions of Romanian flagged vessels increased instead of decreased. The main
reasons for the worsening situation were assessed by the EC as being caused by the
Romanian institutions capacities going through a change of their flag state
responsibilities and lack of enforcement tools based on the national legislation. A
first result on a decreased detention rate was seen when the second twinning project
‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’ started in 2003 and was a result from the work carried out by its
predecessor.
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Detention rate for Romanian flagged
vessels 1999-2005, Paris MOU
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Table 3
(Sources: Paris Memorandum of Understanding)

As shown in Table 3 the gap between the detention rate for Romanian flagged
vessels within the Paris MOU and the MS average detention rate did not meet until
year 2004. The notable decrease in detention rate of Romanian flagged vessels
between the years 2003 and 2005 made Romania accepted as a member with
cooperative status in the Paris MOU by reasons that maritime safety had increased.
As a result of the first twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’ the new organisational
structure was established in 2002. RNA (Romanian Naval Authority) was created as
an independent maritime administration after a merger of ICN and RNR. RNA was
made responsible for its revenues which differed from the former financial
arrangements. ICN was before the merger financed via the rigid and small state
budget. The change of how the organization raised its fund set free financial
resources.

Active measures were taken by the new established RNA to lower the Romanian
detention rate within the Paris MOU. A campaign to improve FSC inspections
targeting all Romanian flagged vessels with a tougher inspections regime was
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initiated in 2003. By introducing new rules issued simultaneously with the campaign,
Romanian vessels detained twice by PSC or FSC during a twelve month period were
denied to continue sail under Romanian flag. Further, at a later stage in 2004, the
Ministry issued regulations stating that vessels more than twenty years of age should
be denied registry under the Romanian flag. Vessels older than twenty years should
undertake an annual supplementary inspection in addition to the regular mandatory
surveys, intermediate surveys and annual inspections. As a consequence of this, the
fleet of Romanian national flag rapidly decreased due to that substandard vessels
being sold out or scrapped. In Romania’s case several substandard vessels were sold
to owners under Syrian or Georgian flag. Following the tougher inspection regime it
influenced both quality and quantity of FSC and PSC carried out by RNA. An
increase of detentions of foreign flagged vessels calling Romanian ports was another
result.

3.2.1 Romanian institutional capacities for maritime safety
The main objectives in relation to maritime safety issues as a flag state and port state
were the following for the first twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’;
- Assist the Romanian Authorities in further harmonisation with the EC
legislation regarding maritime safety, including implementation and
enforcement;
- Strengthen the institutional capacity of the Inspectorate for Civil Navigation
(INC) and the Romanian Register of Shipping (RNR);
- Assist the Romanian Authorities in the transposition into the national
legislation and enforcement of the EU legislation regarding the Flag State
Implementation and Port State Control. (CD - European Commission,
EuropeAid/DG Enlargement)
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The main objectives covering maritime safety for the second twinning project
‘RO/001/IB/TR-02’ were to implement recommendations issued by its predecessor.
Progress was made by the initial twinning project in the field of legislative alignment
but further alignment with EU acquis was still key issues for Romania to implement,
particularly in the field of FSI/FSC. The twinning approach was to provide
continuous support and assistance to strengthen administrative structures where gaps
had been identified for a well functioning implementation of the legislation.

Establishment of well functioning organisational and administrative structures was
critical to start the process to improve maritime safety, which was recommended by
the twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’. This meant that a proper and independent
maritime administration should be established including a separate independent
maritime safety inspectorate and to cease RNR’s role as a classification society. The
independent maritime administration RNA was set up in 2002 as a merger of ICN
and RNR. This was a result of an agreed compliance schedule that was the
background for the new Romanian national law on naval transport which enabled
establishment of RNA and its responsibilities. Establishment of a single maritime
administration dealing with both flag state and port state aspects of ship safety would
meet priorities to align with EU acquis. Dual roles for the institutions dealing with
maritime safety were in this context eliminated. A new organisation improved the
handling and issuing of the ISM certificate, which now became RNA’s
responsibility. By doing so the problem of independence as well as links between the
official and private sector was reduced which lead to that quality of the inspections
gained accelerated progress to improve. RNA raised its own funds within the new
organisational structure and had responsibility for its own budget which safeguarded
the institution’s independence. Reorganisation of the Romanian institutions dealing
with maritime safety is a direct result from the recommendations given by the
twinning project. This lead to RNA having to establish an organizational structure
dealing with issues never dealt with before and this required new departments,
functions, responsibilities, and methods. The institutions that have had both
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authoritative and commercial duties were transformed to an independent maritime
administration with defined priorities and responsibilities set out in a regulatory
framework. An active involvement of the twinning project and contributions from
the BC’s gave direct impact on yielding improved operational results. The twinning
partnership gave necessary input of familiarization with maritime safety operations
within the EU system. Contributions of twinning to obtain long term results could be
described as a catalyst for putting issues high up on the Romanian political agenda to
change the existing national legal framework which was the major cause for the
weak implementation.

To ensure future sustainability of the enforcement mechanisms focus of the next
twinning project on maritime safety ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’ was to further review the
maritime safety legislation and prepare an action plan to implement those changes
within RNA. The purpose was to strengthen the new established institution to gain a
strengthened role and capacity to handle the requirements that followed by EU
acquis. New EC Directives on Erika I, II and Prestige packages addressed the
Romanian legislation with new changes to fulfill EU acquis, which were carried out
within the twinning project ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’. Those EC Directives had to be
implemented and influenced the organizational structure with changes. There was no
clear national maritime policy when the initial twinning project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’
was finalised. The lack of a policy to guide decision-making at lower levels would
most likely constitute problems to the sustainability of efforts to improve maritime
safety. In order to secure independent decision making and facilitate maintenance of
an acceptable level of maritime safety, the maritime safety inspectorate within RNA
was given full authority and accountability for decisions concerning safety of
individual vessels. The MS twinning partner assisted in the drafting of this policy
that was delivered after the twinning project ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’ was finalized.
Responsibility for completion of remaining steps in the process was then transferred
to the responsible Romanian Ministry.
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3.2.2 Procedures
It was shown by procedures used for inspections that they indicated a certain
discrepancy between know how and how the inspections were actually carried out.
An assessment was therefore conducted by the twinning project to find out what
caused the inconsistencies. It was found that the technical rules were in compliance
with IACS but the organisation carrying out surveys were not a member of IACS.
Further the ISM certification was conducted more or less as a desk exercise with
little connection to the actual technical status of the vessels. In a case of a detained
vessel from a Romanian inspection the assessment revealed a clean audit report from
the authorized classification society and there was a lack of verifying follow up
procedures. Pressure from ship-owners to speed up the inspection process, as spare
parts took a long time to obtain, was found to influence the inspections and decisions
for detentions or other measures. In this context it could be summarized that the link
between ship safety and independent inspections had showed shortages in the
integrity of the inspectors and a low level of transparency. Further, there were weak
procedures to control, follow up and monitor in a critical way. Experience from an
MS carrying out activities related to assess procedures and its consistencies was
important to target problem areas. It also created awareness, added new perspectives
and raised the knowledge for the BC to perform their duties according to EU best
practices.
3.2.3 Human resources and competence of staff
The number of staff dealing with flag state and port state inspections was estimated
to be sufficient to deal with the maritime sector in Romania with an adequate
competence level. Training carried out within the initial twinning project ‘RO99/IBTR-01’ targeted areas, such as enhancing Romanian capacities for reporting
procedures within the Paris MOU, increase the competence among trainers on PSC
and train safety inspectors and auditors. The most important result was that the
project gave a number of recommendations in relation to how the competence of
staff could be maintained and improved in the new organisational structure. The
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second twinning project ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’ could in this context better target the
areas where the inspectors needed additional knowledge provided by the MS by
transfer of know how to improve the outcome of the duties performed by the
Romanian inspectors. A result of all training components should be enhanced quality
and improved methods for both FSC and PSC. For each training component it were
identified how the trainees was to be selected and how many should be trained. In
accordance with the Romanian institutional capacities the project ‘RO2001/IB/TR02’concentrated on training for FSI & FSC procedures and the ISM Code and how to
issue certificates. As a guarantee for sustainability within the institution focus was set
on training for trainers.

3.2.4 Evaluating the impact on maritime safety from the twinning
projects RO99/IB-TR-01 and RO2001/IB/TR-02
The overall assessment performed by DG Enlargement and EuropeAid was
summarized as excellent results for the project ‘RO99/IB-TR-01’. The results from
the twinning project are summarized as follows:
- Effective implementation of Port State Control and Flag State
Implementation requirements including transposition of the relevant EU
directives and regulations, secondary legislation and enforcement institution
building;
- Compliance schedule for further adoption and implementation of the acquis
communautaire in the field of maritime safety;
- Strengthened institutions (mostly Inspectorate for Civil Navigation and
Romanian Register of Ships), including clarification of their respective role
with regards to the implementation of the acquis, organisational structure and
human resources;
- A number of trained safety inspectors and auditors;
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- A number of trained trainers, to ensure future sustainability. (European
Commission, EuropeAid/DG Enlargement -CD)
The project ‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’ was evaluated to have given the following results
on its activities on FSC/FSI and PSC:

- Improved capacity of the Romanian Authorities to transpose and implement
the acquis, particularly in the field of Flag State Control. (CD - European
Commission, EuropeAid/DG Enlargement)
For the purpose of this research three broad categories have been elaborated to
evaluate the impact of twinning on maritime safety (these categories are elaborated
in detail in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2). With reference to the two twinning projects
carried out in Romania the following conclusions have been identified for improving
maritime safety in Romania by the twinning instrument.

[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
In Romania’s case a number of activities lead to conclusions that were transformed
into recommendations that changed the national Romanian legislation on maritime
safety. Without reviewing the legislation, the Romanian institutions would not have
been able to adjust and fulfil requirements within a new system based on EU acquis.
MS contributions consisted of evaluating the situation in Romania where several
problem areas were identified.

After the twinning project highlighted problems, it resulted in concrete measures
how to develop new functions supported by legislation that would contribute erasing
the core of the problem. Recommendations given by the project gave an impact due
to the fact that they were accompanied by legal reforms in Romania. Focus on
changing organisational structure and creating an independent maritime
administration with clear responsibilities governed by the new legislation
strengthened the Romanian enforcement mechanisms and yielded improved
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operational results. The result that followed was an institution with a basis to conduct
independent inspections. In this context impact of twinning was high and twinning
transformed inputs that created sustainable outputs. Further capacity development
and review of the legislation for EC Directives was addressed by the project
‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’.

Continuous support and assistance from an MS gave results of raised institutional
capacities for maritime safety. The twinning focus to raise RNA’s capacities to have
a well functioning organizational structure to handle new provisions that followed by
implementation of EU acquis created new functions. Recommendations, but above
all training, to raise the capacity to handle the new functions gave impact to yield
operational results to improve maritime safety.
[B] Evaluation of BC’s performance as a flag state and port state using twinning
As described the political pressure for the candidate countries to improve their fleet
safety is high up on the agenda when negotiating on the transport chapter to become
a member in the EU. When the first twinning project was initiated in 1999 the
Romanian flagged vessels showed a detention rate of nearly 30% and were on the
Paris MOU’s black list. The detention rate came to a satisfactory MS average
detention level in year 2004. The problem with the high detention rate of Romanian
flagged vessels was complex and the activities within the twinning project
‘RO99/IB-TR-01’ can be described as focused on strategic direction for
strengthening Romania as a flag state which was further developed within the project
‘RO2001/IB/TR-02’.

Changes in new structures for FSI implemented by the twinning project combined
with further national Romanian measures in 2003 and 2004 gave Romania an
accepted detention rate to become a member of the Paris MOU. The decreased
detention rate was assessed by the EC as the maritime safety was improved and was
an important part when Romania closed the negotiations for the transport chapter
with the EU. It should however be noted that the tougher inspection regime in
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Romania had a high impact on the number of vessels registered under national flag.
Compared with the number of vessels under Romanian national flag, which was 215
vessels in 1997, as Table 4 shows, it was only 18 vessels registered under national
flag in 2006. Selling out the majority part of the substandard fleet, which was the
result in Romania, was lowering the detention rate for Romanian flagged vessels
under the Paris MOU but was not contributing to combat substandard shipping in
both a global and European perspective.
Fleet controlled by Romanian shipowners
according to country of domicile
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Number of Romanian vessels registered under national flag

Table 4
(Sources: Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL)

By reorganization and the establishment of RNA the PSC in Romania enhanced
quality by gaining a more clear role, which increased transparency and development
of tools achieving Paris MOU standards.
[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the
level of maritime safety
Changes in legislation would have been fruitless if not a well functioning
implementation was guaranteed. Control and monitoring processes went through
transformation by twinning. Firstly, the area of procedures and its consistency were
addressed by twinning. With the MS assistance the objective was to set up
harmonised procedures for inspections and decision for detentions in accordance
with established rules and conventions. Training and independence of the maritime
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administrations constituted vital parts to obtain consistency in the procedures applied
by Romanian inspectors. The links between ship safety and inspections were
assessed and targeted. One approach to target the problem area was to raise
familiarization with the system applied to carry out duties as an MS maritime
administration. In this context twinning methodology transferred to the human
resources new standards, perspectives and increased knowledge by using MS
experts. An adequate number of trained inspectors and trainers would guarantee the
impact of training and its sustainability. Based on the experience and knowledge of
an MS that was already familiar with the EU operational system gave Romania a
different input than if the training activities would have been carried out by national
experts. The demand driven process to decrease the Romanian detention rate can be
described as one of the factors that the recommendations given by twinning were
followed by immediate actions from a political level which created an impact. A new
established maritime administration, RNA, gave an incentive to change management
culture and behaviours. Romania introduced a tougher inspection regime in 2003 and
2004 that set up new structures for the institution to adopt. Progress towards
accession required commitment to meet the EU acquis which was clearly shown in
Romania’s case.
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Chapter 4 - Bulgaria
4.1 Prevailing situation before the twinning project
Twinning project facts
Project no

Project name

Implemented

BG/IB/2001-TR01

Maritime Safety
institution building

2002-2004

Member state
institution
Ministry van
Transport, Public
Works and Water
Management,
Netherlands

Candidate country
institution
1)Ministry of
Transport and
Communication
2)Executive Agency
for Maritime
Administration
(EAMA)

Table 5 – Twinning project facts for Bulgaria
(Sources: European Commission Standard twinning project fiches on Maritime Safety)

4.1.1 Background
The Bulgarian fleet consisted of in the beginning of the 1990’s of about 100 vessels
and in this research, compared with Romania and Turkey, it was the country with the
smallest fleet when the accession partnership agreement was signed with EU in 1997.
The safety performance of vessels under the Bulgarian flag was a matter of concern
for the EC and the detention rate in accordance with the Paris MOU about 17 %
before the country signed the accession partnership agreement. Bulgarian registered
vessels were on the Paris MOU black list or grey list between 1999 and 2005.
Progress was reported, by the EC, already in 1999 in fair aligning the Bulgarian
legislation on maritime safety, but showed no concrete results in raising the low
safety performance of vessels registered under Bulgarian national flag. The
Bulgarian Merchant Shipping Code constituted a basis for the Bulgarian maritime
administration and its responsibilities and was adopted in 1999. For the purpose to
further transpose a number of EU acquis in the field of maritime safety to Bulgarian
legislation the Law on the Amendment of the Merchant Shipping Code was adopted
in 2001. The new code with its amendments created new obligations that required
new administrative structures, where Bulgaria was lacking experience.

The independence of the Bulgarian maritime administrations inspectorate, as the
responsible institution for FSC and PSC, was not ensured because the majority of the
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Bulgarian national flagged vessels belonged to a state owned company (Navybulgar).
The Bulgarian maritime administration launched the following measures in 2000 to
improve their capabilities as a flag state and port state;
•

Development of a training program for PSC inspectors

•

Initializing privatization procedures for the state owned company Navybulgar

Despite the Bulgarian commitment to improve maritime safety their independence as
a flag state was considered by the EC to worsening as well as emphasizing the gap to
comply with EU acquis. While the internal Bulgarian political process continued to
privatize Navybulgar, the focus for twinning was to align the national legislation
with EU acquis and improve the enforcement mechanisms for implementation. To
improve the Bulgarian maritime safety record a continuous work for capacity
building were to be carried out by twinning.

4.1.2 Bulgarian institutional capacities for maritime safety
The institutional support and capacity building by the twinning project was targeting
the maritime administration, Executive Agency for Maritime Administration
(EAMA), when the twinning project ‘BG/IB 2001-TR-01’started. EAMA was
established in 1999 under the Ministry of Transport and Communications. Within
EAMA regional offices were responsible for the flag state and port state activities.
EAMA carried out inspections, surveys, approvals, and audits. The recognized
organizations used for flag state related activities were mainly delegated
classification societies as were members in IACS. Monitoring of classification
societies was performed by EAMA by established procedures.

Lack of appropriate financial resources to carry out investigations of serious
casualties was acknowledged by EAMA in their self assessment form on flag state
performance submitted to IMO in 2001. Lack of funds was taken up by EC as a
hinder for EAMA for proper execution of its obligations. Problems identified were
among others that technical databases needed to be modernized to comply with EU
standards. EAMA’s capacity to adopt and implement existing EU acquis and new EC
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Directives had to be considered. The organizational structure was designed in
accordance with the adopted Merchant Shipping Law that was in alignment with the
EU acquis. Lack of experience of the Bulgarian institution to manage the
implementation of EU acquis was considered by the EC to be strengthened in order
to improve maritime safety in Bulgaria.
4.1.3 Procedures
Bulgaria had documented procedures, guidelines and an existing technical database
in place for making entries regarding inspections when the twinning project
‘BG/IB/2001-TR-01’ was initiated. The state owned fleet by the shipping company
Navybulgar controlled up to 90% of the fleet registered under Bulgarian flag. The
flag state could in this context be seen as acting both as the controlling and controlled
entity where the state acted as a controller on Bulgarian flagged ships. At the same
time being the owner of the same ships was the state was who also was in the
position of the controlled entity. Conflict of interests carrying out flag state
responsibilities was clear and showed inconsistent results on how to use procedures
within EAMA. Familiarization with EU best practices was low. Harmonized
procedures to monitor maritime safety were not in accordance with EU acquis.
Having an independent maritime inspectorate would raise the integrity,
professionalism and transparency of their inspections as well as gaining consistency
in procedures. Improving the performance of the Bulgarian procedures firstly as a
flag state was a priority from the EC’s side so Bulgaria could gain credibility and in
carrying out PSC.
4.1.4 Human resources and competence of staff
The number of human resources dealing with FSC and PSC was seen to be sufficient
to deal with the workload required by the maritime sector in Bulgaria. The
competence level, knowledge and usage of English were evaluated by the EC as
qualified. The inspectors were working in different regional offices under EAMA.
The lack of knowledge and experience in carrying out inspections as required by the
EU acquis and Paris MOU resulted in that twinning focused on training to raise the
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familiarization with EU best practices. Several activities were to be focused on
adding new perspectives within the existing management culture to obtain better
structures. These were the major objectives for the twinning project to improve.
4.2

Results from the twinning project

Means to assess maritime safety is through the records of detained vessels according
to the Paris MOU. Compared with Romania and Turkey, Bulgaria showed the lowest
figures of their detention rate, with an average of about 10% between 1999 and 2005.
The independence of Bulgaria as a flag state was not guaranteed by its existing
structure and until the internal political processes were solved Bulgaria could not
fully meet the EU acquis. In 2001, the year before the twinning project ‘BG/IB/2001TR-01’started, the detentions of Bulgarian flagged vessels increased to 15,7%
bringing Bulgaria back to a level close to that of 1998, which was 19.7%.

Conclusions were made by EC in their regular reports that this sharp decrease in
detention rates was an attribute of important efforts made by Bulgaria to improve the
safety record, through the adoption and start of implementation of new policies and
plans to strengthen their administrative structures and institution capacities. The
following years the detention rate fell, but was still over the MS average detention
rate according to the Paris MOU. Bulgaria was on the Paris MOU black list when the
twinning project initiated and at the grey list when the project terminated. The
detention rate for Bulgarian flagged vessels between 1999 and 2005 compared with
the MS’s average detention rate is shown in Table 6.
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Detention rate for Bulgarian flagged vessels
1999-2005, Paris MOU
Detention rate
Bulgarian flagged
vessels
EU member states
average detention
rate, Paris MOU
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Table 6
(Sources: Paris Memorandum of Understanding)

Paris MOU records of the detention rate for Bulgarian flagged vessels entitled
training programs for the Bulgarian flag state and port state inspectors, partially
commenced within the twinning project ‘BG/IB/2001-TR-01’ but also commenced
directly by EAMA. Capacity building within EAMA was a major tool for twinning
to improve the Bulgarian maritime safety records. To gain results an action plan for
maritime safety was adopted in 2003 by the Bulgarian Parliament and a plan for
scrapping substandard vessels at Navybulgar, which would further improve the
management and safety record of the national fleet.

4.2.1 Bulgarian institutional capacities for maritime safety
The main objective in relation to maritime safety issues were the following for the
twinning project on maritime safety:
To strengthen the capacity of the Bulgarian Maritime Administration to
achieve international standards of Flag State Implementation (FSI), Port State
Control (PSC). ( European Commission, EuropeAid/DG Enlargement - CD)
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Dedication of Bulgaria was shown by significant efforts and commitment on a
political level to improve their performance on maritime safety.When adopting the
law on amendments of the Merchant Shipping Code, the Bulgarian Ministry of
Transport followed up with concrete measures with an action plan, adopted in 2003,
to improve maritime safety performance. A framework legislation for maritime
safety in accordance with the EU acquis was largely in place when the twinning
project ‘BG/IB/2001-TR-01’started up its activities.

Privatization plans for Navybulgar which would guarantee the independence of the
Bulgarian maritime safety inspectorate, were initiated on a political level in 2000 but
were not in force when the twinning project ended in 2004. The internal political
process to privatize the Bulgarian fleet was not in force by accession in 2007. Thus
the Bulgarian dedication, internal political factors delayed the progress to fully
comply with EU acquis. The situation with the state owned fleet and lack of funds
for EAMA had to be solved to guarantee integrity, professionalism and transparency
for inspections to be carried out in accordance with EU best practices. Lack of
financial resources was during the twinning project lifetime a hinder for EAMA’s
proper execution of their duties as required by the EU acquis. This concerned also
the PSC related responsibilities. For example there was no proper follow up on
Bulgarian flagged vessels detained in foreign ports.

New EC Directives on Erika I, II and Prestige packages were introduced during the
twinning project lifetime. The legal framework and organizational structures were in
place in Bulgaria, but there was a lack of experience implementing the
responsibilities that followed. The work of the twinning project was targeting the
compliance of the Bulgarian legislation and its implementation with EU acquis.
Possible gaps between EU acquis and the national legislation were to be identified.
Twinning and the MS experience on implementing EU acquis acted as a catalyst to
assess and target the reasons behind the low maritime safety performance. The
approach of the twinning project’ was reviewing the existing and planned Bulgarian
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legislation concerning every aspect of maritime safety by identified gaps and feasible
divergence from the EU acquis and issue recommendations to decrease those gaps.
Twinning brought up identified shortages high up on the political agenda for changes
that would influence the whole chain from legislation to implementation. In
Bulgaria’s case focus for several twinning activities was set on capacity development
within the institution to gain experience to achieve EU best practices for carrying out
flag state and port state related activities. One advantage of having an MS engaged in
this context was to increase the familiarization of maritime operations within the EU
system. Twinning guaranteed by their approach tools for EAMA to further
strengthen their capacity, which would create accelerated progress to improve their
maritime safety work.
4.2.2 Procedures
To identify missing links between ship safety and inspections the twinning project
started its work with an analysis of the existing procedures and a review of the
situation in accordance with the flag state performance self-assessment form as
Bulgaria submitted to IMO in 2001. It was found that technical rules were in
compliance with those of IACS, but the inspections showed inconsistencies between
documented procedures and how they were actually carried out. Identified problems
were EAMA’s lack of an adequate platform and a different management culture to
perform independent inspections. The state owned fleet and its late privatization
before Bulgaria became a member in the EU 2007 was not guaranteeing independent
inspections. Therefore EU took a decision in 2006 that flag state inspections were to
be carried out only by classification societies until the question of EAMA’s
independence was guaranteed.

The twinning project focused on how to develop the management culture within the
institution and to raise the inspector’s familiarization on how operational duties were
carried out within the EU system with the purpose for Bulgaria to achieve Paris
MOU standards. Results of twinning were in this context creation of a basis for well
functioning enforcement mechanisms that would have ability to detect and act upon
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substandard vessels in accordance with EU best practices. The goal was to achieve
accelerated progress in preparation for execution and to improve the professional
know how by training on new requirements that followed by the accession to the EU.
Apart from gaining experience from the MS, several activities targeted the BC to
secure independent decision making to facilitate an acceptable level of maritime
safety. To perform PSC, required by the EU acquis, Bulgaria had to back up their
inspections with adequate equipment which was recommended by the twinning
project. To gain an impact the implementation of EU best practices has to be
followed by appropriate changes in the legislation. For Bulgaria the delayed
privatization process of Navybulgar delayed the results from gaining experience on
performing inspections in accordance with EU best practices.
4.2.3 Human resources and competence of staff
The number of staff dealing with inspections on FSC and PSC was estimated
sufficient to deal with the needs of the maritime sector in Bulgaria. Training carried
out within the twinning project mainly addressed increased knowledge of and
familiarization with EU best practices. A key issue was to gain consistency in
procedures required by the EU acquis. The link between ship safety and the
inspectorate’s independence to carry out their duties according to EU best practices
was targeted by twinning by preparing the EAMA with an adequate platform based
on increased knowledge that added new perspectives and awareness that would
contribute to changes. Training in technical standards was emphasized but the main
focus was set on how the practical implementation was carried out in accordance
with Paris MOU and how Bulgaria could improve as both a flag state and port state.
This would secure the integrity, professionalism and transparency of the Bulgarian
inspections to be carried out in accordance with EU best practices. Selection of
trainees and trainers were done by the MS with the goal to reach a sufficient number
that could guarantee sustainability. Study visits in an MS were arranged within the
twinning project to raise the familiarization with the EU operative system on
maritime safety. Twinning results contributed to a change of behavior in job culture,
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raised the professional knowledge and added new perspectives for EAMA’s staff
beyond the period of the twinning project.

4.2.4 Evaluating the impact on maritime safety from the twinning
project BG/IB/2001-TR-01
The overall assessment performed by DG Enlargement and EuropeAid was rated as
very successful for the project ‘‘BG/IB/2001-TR-01’’. The results of the twinning
project are summarized on their CD as follows;
-The compliance of national legislation with European directives on Flag
State,Port State and Coastal State controls:
-The identification of gaps between existing and planned Bulgarian
legislation relating to Maritime Safety and the acquis communautaire,
together with recommendations for modifications to legal texts and timing
-Revisions to existing management practices concerning Flag State
Implementation, Port and Coastal State Control, delivering improvements to
human resources management to achieve Paris MoU inspection standards;
-Fully trained Bulgarian inspectors of Flag State Implementation, and Port
State Control procedures to standards defined by the Paris MoU and other
internationally agreed Maritime Conventions, sustainable beyond the period
of the project.
-The Bulgarian Maritime Administration will have the capacity to “manage
the continued sustainability of the project. (European Commission,
EuropeAid/DG Enlargement - CD)
With reference to the twinning project carried out in Bulgaria the following
conclusions have been identified, using three broad categories, for improving
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maritime safety in Bulgaria by the twinning instrument (these categories are
elaborated in detail in Chapter 2, section 2.5.2).
[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
Activities as the twinning project carried out identified gaps between EU acquis and
the national legislation and resulted in improved enforcement tools for maritime
safety related activities. In this context twinning had an impact of gaining sustainable
results as the national maritime safety responsibilities were followed by rights in the
legislation. The process to meet priorities to align with EU acquis did not require
changes in EAMA’s organizational structure, but focused more on implementing
well functioning administrative structures such as management culture and control
and monitoring processes. Obstacles to achieve impact was the law regarding the
privatization procedures for the state owned fleet that were delayed and not in force
by Bulgaria’s accession in 2007. This delay caused Bulgaria to still lack experience
as an independent flag state by accession. Strengthened enforcement tools by
twinning focusing on administrative structures, required by an MS, gave Bulgaria
new methods and functions to handle changes that would follow by joining EU and
the privatisation procedure of Navybulgar. Another obstacle to gain impact of
priorities was lack of appropriate financial resources for EAMA. Poor finances
slowed down the processes to gain capacity as required by EU acquis particularly for
PSC and was not tackled by twinning in other ways than highlighting the problems,
giving recommendations and provide training. In this context twinning on maritime
safety yield concrete results in strengthened enforcement mechanisms but the impact
would have been stronger if the internal political processes would have been able to
respond quicker. The twinning result could be summarized as reaching accelerated
progress achieving Paris MOU standards.
[B] Assessment of maritime safety through the records of detained vessels
according to the Paris MOU by project completion
Compared to other candidate countries to the EU for the period 1999 to 2005
Bulgaria’s detention rate according to the Paris MOU was not showing such big gaps
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between their national flagged vessels and the MS average detention rate. When
Bulgaria in 2001 showed a notable high detention rate, the complexity of the flag
state performance in Bulgaria was already addressed by EU and BC measures.
Measures to form an independent maritime safety inspectorate were high up on the
political agenda. Solving the complexity of the problems was time-consuming and no
final results were seen by Bulgaria’s accession. The Bulgarian detention rate within
the Paris MOU improved and their performance as a flag state improved achieving
new standards and adequate training. The Bulgarian detention rate within Paris MOU
showed similar detention rate percentage from 2003 as some of the already existing
MS in the EU. The action plan for maritime safety in 2003 combined with the plan
for scrapping substandard vessels of the state owned fleet Navybulgar resulted in
improvements of Bulgaria’s performance as a flag state. It could be presumed that
the economic aspects of the remaining Bulgarian registered fleet constituted reasons
for the delay of the privatization procedures. The state owned fleet controlled by
Navybulgar controlled 90 % of the vessels registered under Bulgarian national flag.
The action plan for maritime safety which was adopted in 2003 by the Bulgarian
Parliament combined with the plan for scrapping substandard vessels at Navybulgar
showed a decrease in the number of national registered vessels. Their approach
would contribute to securing future competitiveness of Bulgarian shipping and
improvement of the management and safety record of the national fleet. How the EU
maritime safety regime influenced the number of vessels registered under national
flag is shown in Table 7.
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Fleet controlled by Bulgarian shipowners
according to country of domicile
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Table 7
(Sources: Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL)

Bulgaria’s performance as a port state was improved by highlighting the problem
areas as well as providing tools for relevant areas to raise the quality of the
inspections. Recommendations given to strengthen Bulgaria as a port state were
elaborated by the twinning project to gain long term and sustainable results. To
highlight discrepancies in procedures used and by achieving Paris MOU standard the
foundation was laid by twinning to have better control and monitoring processes to
decrease substandard shipping.
[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the
level of maritime safety
Fundamental issues to strengthen EAMA were in the legislative framework and its
implementation with focus on capacity development. New processes and functions
were required to reach the desired outcomes of the organizational structure and were
targeted by twinning. With support and assistance from an MS, systematic methods
for evaluating and comparing processes of one MS and EAMA (Executive Agency
for Maritime Administration), added new perspectives such as increased knowledge
and awareness on how an MS operates in the field of maritime safety. Input of
twinning activities created sustainable results to achieve accelerated progress to
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secure independent decision making that could facilitate maintenance of an
acceptable level of maritime safety. Adequate training targeting selected target
groups raised the awareness and added new perspectives to change behavior. The
impact can in this context be summarized as that the twinning approach succeeded in
building up a basis for well functioning mechanisms that would strengthen EAMA’s
control of substandard vessels as required by EU acquis. Twinning on maritime
safety in Bulgaria contributed to accelerating progress to change organizational
outcomes. Twinning on maritime safety in Bulgaria contributed to EAMA’s capacity
to manage a continuation of new functions required by EU acquis, included the
function of their flag state responsibilities when the privatization procedure of
Navybulgar was completed.
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Chapter 5 - Turkey
5.1 Prevailing situation before the project
Twinning project facts
Project no

Project name

Implemented

Member state
institution

Candidate country
institution

TR02/TR-0

Support to the
enhancement of safety
of maritime transport in
Turkey

2003-2005

Remolques
Maritimos S.A,
Spain

1)Ministry of
Transport
2)Undersecretariat of
Maritime Affairs
(UMA)

Table 8 – Twinning project facts for Turkey
(Sources: European Commission Standard twinning project fiches on Maritime Safety)

5.1.1 Background
The Turkish fleet had in the beginning of 1990 about 700 vessels registered under
their flag and was listed as one of the 35 most important maritime countries and
territories by UNCTAD. Turkey was showing a detention rate of 25.4% in 1999,
when Turkey was officially recognized as a candidate country to the European Union.
The average age of the Turkish fleet was regarded as high and nearly half of the fleet
was 16 years or older. Turkey signed their accession partnership agreement in 2001.
With status as a candidate country to EU, efforts were requested to ensure that
Turkish flag was removed from the black list of the Paris MOU as well as lowering
their detention rate to an acceptable EU level. It was noted by EC that both the
quality and quantity of PSC must be improved before becoming a cooperative
member within the Paris MOU. The national legislation compliance with
international conventions was not entirely aligned and not followed by proper
transposition for implementation. Functions and role of the maritime administration
implementing and applying the legislation, needed to be improved. An area
emphasized by the EC was the gap between the national legislation on recognition
and monitoring of classification societies with the EU acquis.

Focusing on capacity building for the maritime administration would further raise
capabilities to facilitate an acceptable level of maritime safety that conformed to EU
acquis. Turkey started their national program for adoption of the EU acquis in 2001,
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but progress was first reported by the EC in 2004. The identified problem with
alignment of the Turkish legislation and the EU acquis was one of the pillars in focus
for the twinning project ‘TR02/TR-0’. An improved Turkish national legislation for
maritime safety required well functioning implementation to gain clear results that
would improve Turkey’s performance as a flag and port state. Institution support and
capacity building to have efficient enforcement mechanisms for implementing the
legislation was therefore the other pillar in the twinning project.

5.1.2 Turkish institutional capacities for maritime safety
Institution support and capacity building by twinning was targeting the
Undersecretariat of Maritime Affairs (UMA) when the twinning project
‘TR02/TR-0’started. UMA was the administrative authority for maritime safety and
ship registration in Turkey. UMA was organized under and and reported directly to
the Prime Ministry, responsible for determining and coordinating the national
maritime policies. In 1999 ten classification societies (nine IACS members together
with the Turkish Lloyd) was authorized by UMA to carry out inspection, survey and
certification of ships. UMA was monitoring the work of the classification societies.
The Board of Surveyors was responsible for administrative tasks and carried out
inspections on bigger ships and the Harbourmasters offices were in charge of
inspection of small ships. Only the Boards of Surveyors in the most trafficked ports
(Istanbul and Izmir) were allowed to inspect ships over 500 GT. These were
organized under UMA’s regional offices. UMA was financed via its own budget.

The organizational structure described can be summarized as having few actors
involved but with a complicated structure. Lack of institutional capacity in terms of
coordination and monitoring of different functions at UMA caused difficulties on
implementing the requirements of the EU acquis. This problem was identified by EC
and had to be addressed by twinning in order to improve maritime safety in Turkey.
The controlling and monitoring role of UMA of flag state functions was another
identified problem by the EC, particularly regarding classification societies.
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5.1.3 Procedures
Documented procedures, including guidelines and basic reporting systems, were
established in Turkey when the twinning project ‘TR02/TR-0’ started. A low
familiarization and experience conducting PSC was found. Needs to improve and
raise the low familiarization of procedures to meet EU acquis was considered by the
EC to be one of the reasons for the high detention rates for Turkish flagged vessels.
All classification societies that were used by UMA were members of IACS apart
from the Turkish Lloyd, which was the only national organization authorized by
UMA to carry out technical control services on Turkish registered vessels. The
assessment carried out by EC showed that in some areas fundamental rules were
missing for procedures or needed to be updated in line with EU acquis, especially in
the field of PSC. Turkey needed to improve their professional know how on
procedures to achieve Paris MOU standards.
5.1.4 Human resources and competence of staff
The number of registered vessels in the Turkish fleet as well as calls to Turkish ports
required a high amount of human resources to meet the needs of the maritime sector
that would guarantee ship safety. Lack of human resources to perform duties as
required by EU acquis was a known fact when the twinning project initiated. UMA
started in 2001 to recruit new staff when Turkey began its national program for the
adoption of the EU acquis. The competence level knowledge and usage of English
among the staff was high with educational background as naval architects or
engineers. Training was considered as an important component to raise knowledge of
the EU operational system.
5.2

Results from the twinning project

By assessing maritime safety by records of detained vessels the high detention
percentage of Turkish flagged vessels was a concern for EU. This had to be
improved before Turkey could make progress towards accession. According to
statistics collected from Paris MOU, the detention rate for Turkish flagged was well
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over the average for EU between 1999 and 2003. Turkey was on the Paris MOU’s
black list between 1999 and 2005, and at the end of this period as a country on the
medium to high risk category. The gap between the Turkish and EU average level of
detention rate started to decrease in 2004. This coincided with the year when the first
twinning project on maritime safety had initiated its activities. As shown in Table 9
the detention level for Turkish flagged vessels did not meet with the MS average
detention rate under the project lifetime.
Detention rate for Tukish flagged vessels
1999-2005, Paris MOU
Detention rate for
Turkish flagged
vessles

35
30

24.5

23.8

Percent

25

EU member states
average detention
rate, Paris MOU

24.59
18.78

20

17.49

15
8.63

10
5

3.19

2.81

0
1999

Year

2000

3.58

3.55

3.33

2001

7.54

3.18

2.91

2002 2003 2004 2005

Table 9
(Sources: Paris Memorandum of Understanding)

The high detention rate for Turkish flagged vessels revealed needs for a large scale
training program to achieve Paris MOU standards. The majority of this training was
commenced directly by UMA but also within the twinning project.

5.2.1 Turkish institutional capacities for maritime safety
The main objectives in relation to maritime safety were the following for the
twinning project on maritime safety:
Improving the legal alignment of the Turkish legislation with the EU acquis
in the field of maritime safety and sea pollution prevention and upgrading the
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administrative capacity of the relevant administrations to better implement
the legislation in the field of maritime safety and sea pollution prevention.
( CD - European Commission, EuropeAid/DG Enlargement)

The level of alignment related to implementation of various international
conventions was not reflected in the Turkish legislation. Absence of a well
functioning national legislation on maritime safety was the main reason behind the
needs of twinning. The method used by twinning was in this context reviewing the
Turkish legislation and its comparison with EU acquis, supporting in drafting of
primary and secondary legislation, providing assistance in preparing for the
ratification process of additional international conventions and creating a legal
database system at UMA. Preparations for the national legislation to comply with EC
Directives on Erika I, II and Prestige were included.

Twinning supported in drafting an action plan to speed up the legislative alignment
with EU acquis on maritime safety and other measures aimed at strengthening
administrative structures dealing with maritime safety. The internal political process
was committed and the Maritime Transport Action Plan was adopted in 2003.
Further, a law to strengthen UMA’s monitoring of classification societies was
adopted in 2003. As for strengthening the administrative structures, a concrete result
from twinning was the establishment of a new department of shipping inspections at
UMA’s headquarters. The role of the new established department of shipping
inspections was to coordinate and monitor the work of the regional offices and Board
of Surveyors carrying out inspections. A new organizational structure and improved
coordination strengthened UMA’s administrative capacities and guaranteed
sustainability of project results.

An information system based on databases, which would improve the enforcement
mechanisms as a flag state and port state, was further implemented by twinning.
Introduction of the new databases improved UMA’s functions as a port and flag state
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by following up Turkish flagged vessels and reasons for detention abroad as well as
follow-up on foreign ships detained in Turkish ports. These measures increased
information exchange between regional offices and headquarters and strengthened
several functions within UMA.
5.2.2 Procedures
Procedures for carrying out inspections were documented and well known among the
staff when twinning initiated its activities. The absence of some relevant
international conventions combined with low familiarization on how to conduct
inspection within Paris MOU was targeted by twinning. The high detention rates for
Turkish flagged vessels indicated a discrepancy between know how and how the
inspections were carried out. The main reason behind the low maritime safety
performance in conducting inspections was assessed and adjusted in accordance with
how the Turkish legislation would reflect the requirements for implementing EU
acquis. Procedures and its consistency had to be improved to achieve Paris MOU
standard. Initial training on legal and technical matters was commenced by the
twinning project and this contributed to prepare the inspectors for carrying out
inspections in accordance with EU acquis.

The twinning project further developed technical databases within UMA’s
headquarter to improve control functions that contributed in getting consistency in
procedures. Usage of databases and additional requirements in the legislation that
influenced inspections were targeted by adequate training performed within the
twinning project. Especially this enhanced Turkey’s performance as a port state that
gained a new approach to conduct inspection by EU and Turkey developed methods
for observing, follow up and monitoring on substandard vessels. Focus for the
activities carried out by the twinning project was to develop EU best practices
followed by a consistent implementation of the national legislation. In this context it
could be summarized that the link between ship safety and procedures were
strengthened by introducing systematic methods for conducting inspections. This
was further supported by raising the familiarization of how maritime safety
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operations are conducted in an MS, which added new knowledge and understanding
of how the operational system worked in the EU.
5.2.3 Human resources and competence of staff
A recruitment process to get a sufficient number of inspectors for a necessary
implementation capacity of EU acquis started in 2002 and increased the number of
staff from 78 inspectors to 233 inspectors in 2006. To have a competent staff and to
train all new employees several training activities was commenced. UMA went
through changes with the increasing of staff such as creation of necessary
organizational structures, developing qualification programmes of their human
resources and obtaining necessary equipment for conducting inspections. The
competence level of the staff should also be maintained after the termination of the
twinning project. Twinning targeted this in providing activities which lead to
improvement of qualifications, becoming familiar with EU’s technical standards and
best practices combined with training of trainers. Training within the twinning
project was carried out in Turkey by MS experts. Activities in an MS were
commenced to become more familiar with the EU operational system on maritime
safety within the project. Focus was set on choosing relevant staff for training
activities carried out to gain sustainable results.

5.2.4 Evaluating the impact on maritime safety from the twinning
project TR02/TR-01
The overall assessment performed by DG Enlargement and EuropeAid was
summarized as very successful and rated as highly satisfactory for the project
‘‘TR02/TR-0’’. The results of the twinning project are summarized as follows:

Improved alignment of the Turkish legislation with the EU acquis and
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Conventions
- New framework Law on maritime safety adopted and in compliance with
the relevant EU acquis;
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- Appropriate secondary legislation adopted/amended and in compliance with
the relevant EU acquis.
Upgraded administrative structure and capacity
- Effective organisational structure for fulfilling Port State Control
obligations established in major ports designated;
- Efficiency of Flag State Implementation activities conducted by the Boards
of Surveys increased, mainly in the field of International Safety Management
of ships (ISM), hazardous cargo, safe loading, stability control;
- Capacity of the Under-Secretariat for Maritime Affairs (UMA) to monitor
the classification societies improved. (European Commission, EuropeAid/DG
Enlargement- CD)
With reference to the twinning projects carried out in Turkey the following
conclusions have been identified, using three broad categories, for improving
maritime safety in Turkey by the twinning instrument (these categories are
elaborated in detail in Chapter 2 and section 2.5.2).

[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
Twinning support and assistance for adjusting gaps and shortages between national
legislation, international conventions and EU acquis was the main focus to create a
strengthened maritime administration in Turkey. Without rights in the national
legislation, enforcement mechanisms had no basis to be improved. Concrete results
were seen in alignment of the Turkish legislation and in this context the impact of
twinning priorities were high. The next step followed by twinning was to obtain
administrative structures for well functioning implementation. In UMA’s case it led
to twinning contributing to transforming the organisational structure for improved
coordination and monitoring processes both as a flag and port state. Restructuring of
UMA by twinning showed results such as establishment of new units as well as
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strengthening work carried out by already existing structures. Accountability to
improve maritime safety from Turkey’s side was shown by support from the internal
political process and support. One example is the recruitment of several new flag
state and port state inspectors who will strengthen UMA’s institutional capacities.
UMA’s enforcement role was transformed and strengthened to facilitate maintenance
of an acceptable level of maritime safety corresponding to EU acquis. Without
UMA’s appropriate financial resources the recruitment of new staff would not have
been possible. Good progress was reported by EC on the Turkish legislative
alignment in 2006 in the regular report. A number of new adopted laws, increase of
staff and capacity development showed immediate effects to yield improved
operational results in maritime safety. The connection between twinning and the
BC’s commitments in this chain of improvement factors is for twinning to work as a
catalyst, support, advice and to assist in creating changes required by EU acquis.
Political factors and committed project actors contributed side by side to twinning to
ensure that the outputs of the project yielded many results for improving maritime
safety.
[B] Evaluation of BC’s performance as a flag state and port state using twinning
When the twinning project was initiated in 2003 the Turkish flagged vessels showed
a detention rate of 17.49%, which was a reduction of nearly 7% compared with
previous years. Turkey was during the whole period from 1999 to 2005 on the Paris
MOU’s black list. When the project ended in 2005 the Turkish detention rate was
lowered to 7,54%, but the country still remained on the Paris MOU black list. By
assessing maritime safety by means of the statistics from the Paris MOU, Turkey’s
performance as a flag state improved. An additional support was by changes that
occurred in the national legislation and how it was implemented. Followed by
adequate training on how to gain EU best practices according to reporting as required
by Paris MOU it further improved Turkey’s performance as a flag state. Compared
with Romania and Bulgaria, Turkey had the biggest fleet of the countries compared.
The different approach, compared with Romania, gave the shipping industry
incentives to continue to have their vessels registered under Turkish national flag.
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This approach was possible because that UMA had the financial resources to expand
their roles to deal with the specifics of the maritime sector in Turkey. Table 10 shows
that Turkey within the new EU maritime safety regime remained their national
flagged fleet of more than 400 registered vessels.
Fleet controlled by Turkish shipowners
according to country of domicile

Number of vessels

500
453
432

450
409

447 451

422

437
408

420

432

400

350
Year

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

Number of Turkish vessels registered under national flag

Table 10
(Sources: Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL)

Introduction and training of new databases and documentation system also made
progress for Turkey as a port state enhancing their control, follow up and monitoring
procedures. For PSC it gave Turkey results such as increased quality and quantity of
inspections. Effects of the EU maritime safety regime could be described as UMA
gaining a strengthened role and capacity to handle the requirements by the maritime
sector in Turkey, which would give safer shipping in both a European and global
context.

[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the
level of maritime safety
Joint accountability between the MS and the BC for project results and objectives
were clearly visible by the commitment UMA showed by increasing and training a
high number of new staff. Recruitment of a high number of new inspectors of UMA
showed the institutions devotion to lower the detention rate for Turkish flagged
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vessels as well as strengthening the quality and quantity of PSC in accordance with
the Paris MOU regime. Strengthened organisational outcomes of UMA were a result
both from twinning and from national commitments. Support and assistance from an
MS with transfer of know how further made Turkey more familiarized with EU
procedures used for FSI, FSC and PSC. The impact of training gained value effects
that both increased the knowledge, awareness and added new perspectives. The
twinning project approach to combine training on technical EU rules, strengthen
UMA’s monitoring roles towards the recognised organisations issuing certificates
showed clear results within the time frame when the project was implemented.
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Chapter 6 - Findings
[A] Twinning impact of priorities to align with the EU acquis
The justification and relevance aspects of twinning in Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey
are identified in demonstrated priority needs to raise maritime safety and
environmental protection in a demand driven process. Fulfilling priority needs has to
be approached by gaining results of uniformly functions with EC development
strategies reflected by adopting, applying and enforcing EU acquis on maritime
safety. Before twinning, the existing national legislation might weaken enforcement
and therefore the process to fill in identified gaps starts so the candidate country can
comply with EU acquis. Needs for development of institution capacities in candidate
countries to EU is urgent because of new obligations and functions that will become
a reality by accession. A gradual integration of candidate countries into EU, where
twinning plays a role to speed up the process, went smoothly with exceptions such as
that the internal political process was more complex and time consuming than
expected. To achieve impact by technical assistance instruments, such as twinning, in
the development process timing of the institutions has to be right. When
commitments on highest political level are established and when clear needs and
goals for transformation have been identified the preconditions for meeting priorities
and successful twinning are established.

Well functioning institutional capacities appear to possess abilities for maritime
administrations to adapt requirements of international conventions and EU acquis.
Adaptability includes operational functions. To fulfil the obligations the institutions
must have strategies for their staff, systems, structure and management culture to
support and respond to changes that are required. This demonstrates the importance
of how the internal organizational structures are arranged and how different roles are
understood between and within institutions. To yield enhanced operational results it
is central to define how the organizational structures is arranged to deal with
regulating laws and rules, the institutions independency, financial or budgetary
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restrictions and available human resources. Twinning is working with institution
support to build up a well functioning capacity for an institution. Capacity building
remains a complex issue. Several activities are required to meet the needs of a
maritime administration. By twinning these institutions are able to identify and
implement required changes for organizational structures, roles and functions that
correspond to EU acquis. Focusing on institutional support and capacity development
with clear goals gives the result that effectiveness of twinning impact is assured.

[B] The level of maritime safety through the records of detained vessels
according to the Paris MOU by the twinning project completion
It can be summarized that the performance of the countries as flag states and port
states was strengthened by introducing new professional standards to conduct
inspections. Evaluating the statistics shows a notable decrease in the detention rate
within the Paris MOU for the countries in this research during the process as a
candidate country. Improved flag state performance is a result from transfer of know
how where twinning is one instrument used to gain systems based on the same
fundamental principles. A foundation is laid to gain credibility in port state
performance. Identified gaps between ship safety and inspections had been assessed
and actions taken by both twinning partners that gave effects that influenced both
quality and quantity of inspections in a constructive way.

Effectiveness of results showed immediate outcomes in assessing maritime safety by
the records of detained vessels and increased quantity and quality of inspections.
Assessing maritime safety in a nation by evaluating their performance in accordance
with records of detained vessels identifies how they respond to national flag state
responsibilities required by international conventions and EU acquis. In order to gain
credibility in PSC, the FSC must work satisfactory. To combat substandard shipping
within the EU maritime safety regime, the EC prioritizes firstly the nations
performance as a flag state and then as port state. The described approach, which is
used by twinning, results in an improved fleet registered under the nation’s flag with
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fewer detentions within Paris MOU. Means to assess maritime safety by lowering a
nation’s records in statistics of detained vessels does not take into consideration how
the maritime sector in that nation is build up and developing. At the same time it
does not count the number of vessels that are being scrapped or sold out to other
nations that does not apply the same strict rules as applied within EU. Political
pressure for the candidate countries to improve maritime safety by assessing their
detention rate within Paris MOU is high up on the agenda in the process to become
an MS in the EU. A nation can take any political measures by its national legislation
to further improve the standard of their fleet and to speed up the process.

A borderline for when needs to comply with EU acquis interferes with needs to
ensure competitiveness of shipping in the new MS is unclear. The maritime sector is
critical to Europe’s economy. Shipping is a significant source and environmental
friendly means of transport. EU maritime safety regime can in this context be
described as being counterproductive to develop the maritime sector within a new
MS of the EU, which was a result in Romania. In Bulgaria and Turkey the results
were different because the internal political process to ensure future competitiveness
of shipping was emphasized. Those countries did not accelerate in progress as fast as
expected by the EC in the accession process to comply with EU acquis on maritime
safety. Effectiveness of outputs showed a mixed degree to which extents they
contributed to combating substandard shipping.

[C] Impact of twinning methodology and the twinning instrument to raise the
level of maritime safety
When signing the accession partnership agreement the candidate countries have
identified needs to rationalize their public administrations. Efforts are made by the BC to
facilitate the process and development to gain strengthened institution capacities.
Relevance of twinning is to speed up the process to meet identified needs that have been
appropriately analyzed for the country to comply with EU standards. Involvement of
ministries responsible in meeting twinning priorities guarantees joint accountability,
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which has been shown in the projects evaluated in this research. Without the political
commitment from a BC, twinning will not be successful. New functions mean new
responsibilities that need to be backed up with rights in the national legislation.
Commitment and consensus for a future direction require action plans supported on
the highest political level where key objectives and strategies are documented to
fulfil all the changes required by EU acquis. National action plans were elaborated in
connection to the twinning project in all countries evaluated in this research, which
guaranteed viability of project results as well as a future established direction for
each nation to develop maritime safety.

Twinning project methodology includes developed arrangements for coordination,
controlling, management and financing, which makes the methodology feasible.
Effective methodology can be measured by immediate results that can be detected on
the basis of achieved outputs. An output received from twinning methodology is by
systematic methods used for transfer of know how to gain a uniformly functioning
implementation of international conventions and EU acquis on maritime safety. It
promotes cohesion and facilitates communication and cooperation between the
twinning partners (MS and BC). Focus for twinning was set on procedures to
observe, control, follow up and monitor maritime safety in a critical way. In this
context the relevance of twinning to raise maritime safety is high. Another output is
how to deal with a new context to perform their responsibilities as a maritime
administration where twinning addresses management culture and functions. A
beneficial effect of adding new perspectives to management culture and functions is
changes in behaviour. The impact will expand in relation to the number of people
who gain adequate exposure to new functions and roles which makes training
activities relevant to deliver sustainable benefits to the target group.
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Chapter 7 - Conclusions and final discussion
This dissertation has revealed the following main observed areas of the EU twinning
project impact commenced in Romania, Bulgaria and Turkey on maritime safety in
the enlargement process are. They are concluded as follows:
-

Twinning had an impact on gaining sustainable and improved operational results
as new maritime safety responsibilities were followed by defined priorities and
rights in the legislation. By streamlining and harmonizing the legislation the gap
between existing and new obligations is reduced. A well balanced dialogue
between the EC, BC and the MS implementing the project and support from the
BC’s internal political process are preconditions for successful twinning with
joint accountability.

-

Reorganizing organizational structures, functions and methods to meet priorities
to align with EU acquis gives an impact by addressing the core of identified
problem areas. Dual roles for maritime administrations are removed and a
platform for gaining mechanisms to observe and monitor maritime safety in a
critical and independent way is obtained. Having an independent maritime
administration raises integrity, professionalism and transparency of their
obligations. By focusing on institutional support and capacity development, with
clear communicated goals, the effectiveness of the twinning impact is assured.

-

In developing action plans, assisted by twinning, the BC sets out a strategy to
sustain their development work to meet EU priorities and to further develop their
mechanisms to raise maritime safety.

-

To achieve an impact by technical assistance instruments such as twinning in the
development process timing of the institution has to be right. Commitments and
support from a high political level must be established which can contribute to
solving problems with for example non adequate financing for the maritime
administration’s obligations to raise maritime safety.
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-

Progress to gain a uniformly functioning of implementing international
conventions is achieved by twinning in combination with the ongoing political
pressure to close the negotiations on the transport chapter to join the EU.

-

Trained inspectors, trainers and auditors strengthen both quality and quantity of
FSC and PSC and are means for a strategic direction to strengthen the BC as a
flag and port state. Results are creation of a platform for well functioning
enforcement mechanisms that have abilities to detect and act upon substandard
vessels in accordance with EU best practices.

-

Improving maritime safety by assessing records of detained vessels could give
better conditions for a BC if accompanied with considerations of how to ensure
future competitiveness of shipping and a global maritime safety perspective to
deal with sales and scrapping of the substandard fleet.

-

Twinning, based on an MS experience and knowledge, gives valuable inputs to
assess and target the reasons behind a low maritime safety performance. The MS
peer administration has unique experience and know how to implement EU best
practices. Using an MS gave the BC a different input than if the activities would
have been carried out by national experts. Input of twinning contributed to the
BC achieving progress to secure independent decision making, that could
facilitate maintenance of an acceptable level of maritime safety.

-

One factor that contributes to successful twinning is technical knowledge of the
MS’s experts in areas that are to be covered to raise maritime safety. Another
vital factor for successful twinning is that the MS has profound experience in
how the process works to perform activities within a project based system to
deliver results. MS experience in EU requirements and the BC’s knowledge on
how to implement a twinning project in accordance with the twinning manual
are other factors for success of twinning.

-

By twinning support and assistance a chain of improvement areas is initiated.
This has to be followed up by an efficient project management system,
evaluation of progress achieved and commitment from all partners and
stakeholders in twinning to gain impact.
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To solve the problem why so many substandard vessels are allowed by authorities to
continue trading has shown to have different aspects. These originate from
ratification of international conventions and EU acquis but above all from how the
implementation is organized and carried out. Impact of technical assistance on
maritime safety, such as twinning, differs for each BC in relation to the nation’s
adaptability and existing conditions of the maritime sector. Effectiveness of project
outputs, results and impact by using twinning will result in different degrees of
progress to raise maritime safety and results from twinning are viable. The
contribution of twinning is in its role as a catalyst. By the presence and support from
an MS, development work to raise maritime safety is authorized all the way to the
highest political level. Twinning methodology shows clear results raising maritime
safety on different levels within a relative short timeframe. A detailed twinning work
plan with fixed benchmarks plans the project in advance. This approach can lead to
limited flexibility if the project runs into obstacles that may be hidden in the planning
phase but emerges in the implementation phase.

Twinning is described as a unique instrument for targeted international cooperation
in technical assistance. It is unique in a sense that the BC is a candidate country who
is applying for membership in the EU. The BC has a demand to align its legislation
and institutions to implement all requirements of EU acquis. A reason for twinning
feasibility and impact as a pre-accession instrument is the high level of justification
and relevance for the BC. Possibilities to find additional opportunities for twinning
in other technical assistance projects raising maritime safety in a context other than
as a pre-accession instrument to join the EU could be further developed.
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Appendix 1
Guaranteed results for twinning projects
(Sources of information: European Commission, Standard Project Fiche)
Twinning
project

Year of
Twinning partners
implementation

Guaranteed results FSI & PSC in accordance with
twinning fiches

RO99/IB-TR-01

2000-2002

1.

RO2001/IB/TR-02

2003-2005

Romanian Naval Authority
(RNA)
Swedish Maritime
Administration (SMA), Lead
partner
Spanish Ministry of Industry,
Junior Partner

Romanian Naval Authority
(RNA)
Swedish Maritime
Administration (SMA)

2.
3.

4.
5.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

BG/IB/2001-TR01

2002-2004

Bulgarian Maritime
Administration (BMA)
Ministry van Transport,
Public Works and Water
Management, Netherlands

1.
2.

3.

The effective implementation of PSC and FSI requirements
including transposition of the relevant EU directives and
regulations, secondary legislation and enforcement institution
building
A compliance schedule for further adoption and implementation of
the EU acquis in the field of maritime safety
Strengthened institutions including clarification of their respective
role with regards to the implementation of the acquis,
organisational structure and human resources
A number of trained safety inspectors and auditors
A number of trained trainers to ensure future sustainability
Review of the maritime safety legislation not addressed in RO
99/IB-TR-01 as well as other Directives that may enter into force
before the date of commencement of the project, and preparation
of an action plan to implement these provisions.
Implementation of recommendations issued by the twinning RO
99/IB-TR-01 and elaboration of regular reports on their
implementation.
Enforcement of the acquis by RNA, specially on FSC, FSI and
PSC as well as elaboration of regular reports on the same
Assessment of the institutional impact on Romanian Institutions of
the acquis in preparation, e.g. ERIKA Packages
Preparation of a training programme in areas that have not been
covered by training. Provide training in those areas that have been
defined.
The compliance of national legislation with European directives
on Flag State, Port State and Coastal State controls
The identification of gaps between existing and planned Bulgarian
legislation relating to Maritime Safety and the EU acquis together
with recommendations for modifications to legal texts and timing
Revisions to existing management practices concerning FSI and
PSC delivering improvements to human resources management to
achieve Paris MoU inspection standards

4.

TR02/TR-01

2003-2005

Under secretariat of Maritime
Affairs (UMA)
Remolques Maritimos S.A,
Spain

Fully trained Bulgarian inspectors FSI and PSC procedures to
standards defined by the Paris MoU and other internationally
agreed Maritime Conventions, sustainable beyond the period of
the project
5. The Bulgarian Maritime Administration will have the capacity to
manage the continued sustainability of the project.
Improved alignment of the Turkish legislation with the EU acquis and
IMO Conventions on maritime safety and sea pollution prevention
1. A new framework Law on maritime safety is adopted and in
compliance with the relevant EU acquis;
2. Appropriate secondary legislation is adopted/amended and in
compliance with the relevant EU acquis, on the subjects including:
a) ships survey procedures;
b) legal conditions related to recognition and monitoring of
classification societies;
c) safety requirements for fishing ships;
d) safety requirements for passenger ships;
e) testing and approval of marine equipment;
f) Port State Control organisation
Upgraded administrative structure and capacity
3.Maritime Safety Investigation Board is created and functioning;
4. Effective organizational structure for fulfilling Port State Control
obligations is established in major ports designated;
5.Efficiency of Flag State Implementation activities conducted by the
Boards of Surveys is increased, mainly in the field of ISM, hazardous
cargo, safe loading, stability control;
6.Capacity of the UMA to monitor the classification societies is
improved;

Appendix 2
Sources: Paris Memorandum of Understanding, Annual report 1999-2005
Statistics collected according to tables on "Inspections, detentions and deficiencies"

Year
Member state
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

0
0

1.9
0

5.26
0

0
10

0
10

0
2.56

10
0

2

3.4

3.22

4.54

3.48

2.4
0.9
2.6
5.8

0
3.2
3.1
5.6

1.25
2.44
3.35
4.89

3.49
5.21
1.1
4.91

1.2
0
2.02
4.59

1.4
7.9

2.9
7.2

0
5.35

0
3.68

1.92
4.2

2.3

1.8

3.28

1.45

1.52

2.9

4.3

2.43

3.78

2.18

9

9.5

6.88

5.73

1.09

5.71
1.47
1.45
1.1
1.28
1.7
5.24
0
8.57
1.89
3.57
2.94
0
7.09
2.62
5.56
3.24

2.84
1.92
0
0.53
0
1.95
3.09
0
2.9
1.91
7.32
7.77
1.59
4.75
2.02
4
1.01

4.9
2.5
3.2

5.7
1.4
0

1.79
1.94
0

5.06
1.96
2.3

7.62
1.55
2.28

24
0
1.9
2.98
1.01

19.74
0
1.15
0.3
1.45

Sum
EU MS average

47.8
3.19

50
3.33

42.08
2.81

53.21
3.55

43.65
2.91

85.88
3.58

76.24
3.18

=

Not yet member in the EU

